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ABSTRACT 
 
South Florida contains one of the largest subtropical wetlands in the world, and 
yet not much is known about the microbes that live in these surface waters. These 
microbes play an important role in chemical cycling and maintaining good water quality 
for both human and ecosystem health. The hydrology of Florida’s surface waters is 
tightly regulated with the use of canal and levee systems run by the U S  Army Corps 
of Engineers and The South Florida Water Management District. These canals run 
through the Everglades, agriculture, and urban environments to control water levels 
in Lake Okeechobee, the Water Conservation Areas, and the surrounding farm lands. I 
hypothesized that there would be noticeable shifts in the microbial communities (also 
known as “microbiomes”) at the agriculture and urban sites due to anthropogenic 
influences such as agricultural and sewage runoff. It is also hypothesized that the 
diversity and stability of these sites will differ from the natural environment Grassy 
Waters Preserve (GWP), which we studied as a control. The northern section of GWP 
is a rain-fed Everglades ecosystem with little influence from manmade canal systems, 
so GWP can represent wetlands before human influences. High-throughput 16s rRNA 
sequencing was conducted on 112 GWP, canal, and agricultural water samples taken 
over a one-year period from September 2016 to November 2017. Data were processed 
in Qiime2 using DADA2 and resulted in 67732 unique taxa. Nineteen metadata factors 
were measured for 87 of the sampling points to investigate environmental effects. 
These factors explained 25% (r2=0.25, p=0.002) of the variation between sample 
locations. Conductivity was found to have the highest effect on microbial diversity 
(r2=0.078, p=0.002) while latitude and month also significantly influenced the microbial 
makeup. Urban and agricultural sites were found to have higher stability with lower 
variation in microbiomes over the course of study. T h e  GWP site was found to have 
a high seasonality, probably due to its dependence on rain. The most abundant taxa for 
all sites (urban, agriculture, and control) were; family Spirochaetaceae, phylum 
Actinobacteria, and family Burkholderiaceae, respectively.  Contamination of GWP and 
canal sites was also investigated using SourceTracker code. Intracoastal waters that 
receive canal water were found to be heavily influenced in the peak wet season when 
there is high flow through from the canals. GWP had little influence from farm lands 
compared to a high influence of agriculture on the urban sites. 
 
 
Key Words: Microbial Ecology, Bioinformatics, Microbiome, Microbiology, Surface 
Water 
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I Introduction to the Microbiome of South Florida Surface  
 
Waters South Florida Hydrology 
Water is an extremely important topic for Florida.  As a peninsula, the state is 
surrounded by water and contains the Everglades wetlands in the south, an imperiled, 
water-based, wetland ecosystem. Florida was originally under water where corals, 
shells, and skeletons deposited over millions of years creating the limestone bed that 
underlies the south Florida peninsula. Due to the porous nature and high groundwater 
transmissivity of limestone, the limestone gradually erodes to form creeks and aquifers 
able to collect large amounts of water, which can move freely through the system. This 
large Florida surficial aquifer system, called the Biscayne aquifer, provides most of south 
Florida’s fresh water and is expelled through many of the states springs (Miller 1990, 
Williams et al., 2007). South Florida’s coral reef and oolite limestone composition dates 
back approximately 30 million years (State Geological Survey 2018) and can cause sink 
holes when dried out. The flow of surface water in south Florida is extremely important 
to for the natural and the built environment. In modern times, water flows and levels 
are controlled by the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) and the US 
Army Corps of Engineers (US Army Corps of Engineers 1990, SFWMD 2018). 
South Florida’s canal system has its origins in 1881 with a canal connecting Lake 
Okeechobee with the Caloosahatchee River (Blake, 1980). The canal system grew 
gradually until it experienced a rapid expansion in the decades after 1948, due to the 
flooding of farm lands caused by hurricanes “Easy” and “Fox”. These hurricanes had 
major impacts to the local economy and resulted in the passing of the 1948 Flood Control 
Act which began the design of the canal system we have today (Carter et al., 2010). 
To help maintain this watershed with its increasing population, the US Army Corps of 
Engineers has built new drainage channels to redirect the flow of water runoff (Sklar et 
al., 2002). These canals, directly affected by both agricultural and urban runoff, cause 
large-scale water flow issues for south Florida and they drain into coastal waterways and 
outlets. These discharges, in turn, may influence our coastal ecosystems including coral 
reefs (Campbell et al., 2015), as the supply of water historically ran from the Everglades 
headwaters south/southwest out through the Everglades to the Gulf of Mexico and 
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Florida Bay (Figure 1). Smaller portions drained northeast into the Loxahatchee Slough 
and southeast into Biscayne Bay. Now, this water is being pumped through drainage 
canals to the east and west coast estuaries and is damaging the fragile estuarine ecosystems 
with a surplus of eutrophic fresh water causing algal blooms and anoxic zones (Lapointe 
et al., 2015). The influence of this drainage can be observed as recently as June 2016 
when toxic algal blooms took place on the coasts of South Florida (Lapointe et al., 2017). 
Similar blooms are occurring in 2018. Natural flow is intended to be restored, at least 
partially, through many restoration projects, including the Northern Everglades and 
Estuaries Protection Program and the Dispersed Water Management Plan (SFWMD 
2018). These projects are building a drainage basin that is more natural and will help 
supply the Everglades with surface waters, as well as help replenish Florida’s Biscayne 
aquifer. 
South Florida is a subtropical climate with rainy and dry seasons. The difference in 
seasons is so large that about 60% of rainfall takes place from June to October and only 
25% takes place in the dry season of November to May (Duever et al., 1986). However, 
the interseasonal variation is wide, and there are very few years in which Florida has 
average rainfall patterns. Climate change has also lead to further extremes with hotter 
temperatures and stronger storms that may lead to an increasing effect of disturbance 
on the ecosystems (Harrington & Walton 2007, Wehner et al., 2018). The rain provides 
freshwater that replenishes the Everglades and regulates the salinity of Florida Bay 
farther south. Freshwater is also supplied by the aquifer system discussed above, with 
the Everglades watershed starting north of the Kissimmee river and eventually making 
an impact on distal metropolitan areas (Ft. Lauderdale, Miami), and the agricultural 
activities that accompany them (Aumen et al., 2015, SFWMD 2018). 
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Figure 1: Historic flow of the south Florida Watershed (above) and the current flow 
of watershed (below). Water Historically drained south-southwest to the gulf. The 
building of canals has drastically shifted the Everglades hydrology, negatively 
effecting ecosystems. Sourced from evergladesfoundation.org
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Microbes in Water 
Recent research in the Molecular Genetics Laboratory at Nova Southeastern 
University Halmos College of Natural Science and Oceanography (HCNSO) aims for a 
comprehensive view of south Florida hydrology in the context of microbiomes and their 
impact on water quality. This research can also be used to complete a larger picture of 
microbial community composition, as well as understanding the effect that the agriculture 
and urban contaminants have on our water ways. These canals drain to estuarine and coastal 
environments that house many delicate ecosystems that are influenced by runoff, such as 
oyster beds, seagrass beds, and coral reefs. Drainage canals are a major contributing source 
of contamination to the local reef environments, as well as the cause of algae blooms in 
south Florida estuaries (Banks et al., 2008; Campbell 2015). Large amounts of water 
quality testing take place in Broward County, the City of West Palm Beach, and the South 
Florida Water Management District to monitor water health and to measure the effect 
humans are having on our surface waters. While the south Florida water system is highly 
regulated and monitored, very little effort has gone into characterizing the microbial 
composition and deducing the possible effects human inputs are having on water chemistry 
in these communities. It has been estimated that only 1- 10 percent of bacterial species are 
cultivable in the laboratory (Wilson 1997). Due to this lack of capturability, High-
Throughput Microbial Sequencing is now being used to study microbiomes. Parts of this 
project will provide a profile of various distinct environments along the system and allow 
a comparison of microbiomes between each. The importance of water quality to human 
and environmental health is well known (Jung et al., 2014). Understanding the composition 
of bacterial communities in our environments can improve the understanding of 
community composition and effects these communities are having on health (Kumar et al., 
2006). 
Microbiomes 
 The diversity and composition of the bacteria in water can reflect the overall health 
of the ecosystem and should be monitored to see a complete picture of the environment in 
concert with standard water quality tests (Staley et al., 2014). Microbes have a large effect 
on the environment due to the fundamental roles they play in biogeochemical cycling and 
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pathways (Falkowski et al., 2008). Microbes live within complex communities (also known 
as microbiomes) that often show a wide variation in community composition from 
ecosystem to ecosystem (McCune & Grace 2002). These microbiomes are made up of 
communities of bacteria, Archaea, fungi, and eukaryotes that live in an environment. 
Studies are showing microbiomes to have an ever-increasing impact on health, whether it 
is related to human health (Gilbert et al., 2016, Yamashita and Takeshita 2017, Price et al., 
2017, Lloyd-Price 2017) or to environmental health (Pekarova et al., 2009, Páll et al., 2013, 
Bowers et al., 2011). Microbiome studies have increased exponentially from under 300 
citations in 2003 to over 4000 in 2014 (Toh & Allen-Vercone 2015). Our laboratory has 
expanded microbiome studies to cover not only sponges and marine bacteria, but also 
sharks, bats, and humans (Karns 2017, Hughes et al., 2018, Widmer et al., 2018). Recently, 
microbiomes have been shown to have a large effect on the quality of water in river systems 
and the health of ecosystems in general (Pekarova et al., 2009, Páll 2013) and are 
responsible for the vast majority of global biogeochemical cycling (Gilbert et al., 2009). 
Previous research has shown free-living microbiome community structures can be 
affected by weather, temperature, and water input (McArthur 2006, Gilbert et al., 2009), 
while symbiotic microbiomes may be more stable in the face of environmental fluctuations. 
Bacterial contamination (foreign bacterial inputs into an ecosystem) has been shown to be 
associated with anthropogenic activity in river and canal systems (Bayoumi Hamuda & 
Patko 2012, Jung 2014). Bacterial communities also are indicative of chemical inputs into 
the ecosystem (Staley et al., 2014). Water quality monitoring studies contribute to 
improving ecosystems by showing the importance and effects of pathogens in water 
systems (Straub & Chandler 2003, Pekarova et al. 2009, Zheng et al., 2011). Detecting and 
characterizing sources of microbial pollution will help the South Florida Water 
Management District meet and address water quality goals and stop pollution into Florida’s 
wetlands. (Farnleitner et al., 2001, Pall et al., 2013). 
 
Pollution in South Florida Aquatic Systems 
Humans are facing the problem of accumulating pollution and the subsequent 
effects on the global environment, especially since the industrial revolution. Human-
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caused pollution such as sewage, industrial, or agricultural runoff can have a large 
impact on surrounding ecosystems. This impact includes the microbial flora which 
naturally inhabit these ecosystems. Broward and Palm Beach counties have a combined 
population of 3.21 million people (US Census Bureau 2010). These large populations 
lead to inputs that affect the overall health and makeup of bacterial communities in 
the south Florida water system. Inputs of nutrients, such as phosphate, from farmlands 
near Lake Okeechobee lead to a negative impact on the lake’s natural communities. 
These inputs in turn cause algal blooms, while also dramatically affecting the historically 
low phosphate communities of the surrounding ecosystems (Hagerthey et al., 2008, 
Surratt et al., 2012). 
Ground water from the upstream watershed and rainwater feed Lake 
Okeechobee. Excessive rainfall leads the US Army Corps of Engineers to drain the 
lake into the east and west coast estuaries to keep lake stages low to provide flood 
protection capacity and to protect an aging levee system. Lake Okeechobee’s historical 
discharge was to the Everglades to the south.  During periods of high lake stages, water 
is discharged into these estuaries, where it has negative impacts such as the anoxic 
zone formed in the Indian river lagoon in April of 2016 (SFWMD 2016) and the 
harmful algal blooms in the St. Lucie Estuary. The US Army Corps of Engineers was 
releasing 15.9 billion liters per day and 9 billion liters per day into the 
Caloosahatchee River and St. Lucie Canal, respectively, in June of 2016 (SFWMD 
2017). These releases were suspected of causing algal blooms and anoxic zones in costal 
estuaries, which spread into ocean waters in late June 2016 and are currently ongoing in 
2018.  
Florida’s canals historically are home to low quality water with pesticides being 
detected in almost all South Florida Water Management District’s monitoring sites 
since implementing the monitoring program in the 1980s (SFWMD 2018). Large 
amounts of pesticides were still being found in the late 1990s and in 2005 (Miles & 
Pfeuffer 1996, Harman-Fetcho et al., 2005) but have shown reduction recently following 
the introduction of the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP). 
The bacterial communities, specifically in the south Florida area, have not 
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yet been studied sufficiently to show the full effect of anthropogenic influences on 
the health and viability of the ecosystems. Changes in microbial communities due to 
agricultural and urban influences can have a profound effect on ecosystem dynamics 
(Bossio & Scow 1995). This study may also be used as a baseline to see how future 
alterations to the water system are affecting the environment. 
Water quality parameters monitored in the Broward and Palm Beach areas 
include total nitrogen and phosphate, dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll, and conductivity 
across a broad range of habitats 
(http://www.broward.org/NaturalResources/Lab/AboutUs/Pages/canalwaterquality) 
Fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) testing for E. coli and Enterobacteria is also conducted 
regularly to check for the presence of fecal pathogens in south Florida coastal waters 
and beaches (SFWMD 2013). These tests do not represent community makeup and 
only give a cursory look at the quality of the water that is being tested (Sklar et al., 
2000, Kato et al., 2016). Recently Skutas 2017 reported a baseline study of surface 
water in parts of south Florida while looking for pathogenic Salmonella,  but was not 
able to report environmental variables for the sampling locations. 
This study combines environmental and nutrient data from Broward County’s 
Ambient Quality Program, SFWMD’s DBHYDRO, and the City of West Palm Beach’s 
Grassy Waters Preserve with molecular microbial community data obtained from the 
same water samples. Statistical analysis was used to assess how microbial communities 
were affected by the quality of the ambient water (or visa-versa). Testing for specific 
contaminants in large water bodies goes beyond many current local budgets and thus 
is not an economically viable strategy. While conventional culturing methods are 
viable ways to look at pathogenic or indicator bacterial concentrations in water systems, 
they are both time consuming and costly. These methods only reveal specific cultivable 
bacteria. This restriction led to the development of culture-independent methods which 
are now in wide use (Handelsman 2004, Knight 2012; White et al., 2012). In the past 
two decades, several new technologies such as PCR and high throughput DNA 
sequencing have been developed. Alongside with extensive genomic databases, these 
technologies have made studying bacterial community composition both affordable and 
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effective. 
Grassy waters  
 Grassy Waters Preserve encompasses 60 square kilometers of wetland 
ecosystem in West Palm Beach, Florida. Grassy Waters was historically part of the 
Northern Everglades and was a water source for the Loxahatchee River. Now cut off 
from the Everglades system, Grassy Waters serves as the water source for the greater 
West Palm Beach area. This reserve serves as the control ecosystem for this study, 
as it is protected from both human influence and invasive species. 
Grassy Waters is a rain- fed ecosystem that may be representative of the 
Everglades ecosystem before human influence. The M canal runs through the southern 
portion of the preserve, but the water table is highly regulated so that water enters the 
canal from Grassy Waters and no water enters the preserve’s system (Lodge 2017). The 
northern section of Grassy Waters is even further cut off from influence being entirely 
rain-fed and may dry out in the dry season. This section of the preserve was chosen as 
a control for this study due to its stricter protections as well as receiving no incoming 
waters from the canals surveyed in this study. Nuisance species are also controlled 
throughout Grassy Waters, where species of cattails are removed to allow all the natural 
fauna to compete free of influence. This control is evidenced by the natural periphyton 
mats that can be seen throughout the northern Section of Grassy Waters, a strong 
indicator of healthy water chemistry (DeNicola & Kelly 2014). These periphyton 
communities are highly affected by phosphate. Increases in phosphate lead to the 
disappearance of algal mats and the replacement by other algal species that can be 
harmful to the ecosystem (McCormick et al., 1996) Visitors are not allowed into North 
Grassy Waters, thus limiting human presence and impacts to preserve staff monitoring 
for invasive species and water health. These factors, along with the presence of native 
species in the preserve lead to the use of Grassy Waters Preserve as a control site when 
studying the microbial influences that humans are having on the South Florida 
microbiome. 
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High Throughput 16s rRNA Sequencing 
Woese (1977) was the first to use 16S rRNA gene sequences as a marker for 
bacterial taxonomy and phylogeny, thus changing the field of microbial ecology (Woese 
& Fox 1977). This marker is used for taxonomic classification as it is found in almost all 
bacteria and has a low mutation rate (Janda and Abbott 2007).  It took another 20 years 
before organisms could be studied without the need of culture methods, using Sanger 
sequencing technologies (Pace et al., 1997). The Sanger technologies were recently 
replaced by high throughput (HT) 454 sequencing machines that examined short fragments 
of the genes and allowed over a hundred samples to be run together (Sogin et al 2006).  
Today, Illumina MiSeq technology is the platform of choice, outperforming 454 
sequencers in many areas and determining bacterial community composition of a sample 
up to the family level (Caporaso et al., 2010, Tremblay et al., 2015). Using the 16S 
Sequencing technology, the V3 and V4 regions have been found to produce the best results 
out of V4-V8 primers (Tremblay et., al 2015). HT DNA sequencing is now being used for 
large community studies such as the human microbiome project and the Earth Microbiome 
project (Thompson et al., 2017). In the same vein, the Lopez laboratory of HCNSO 
routinely applies HT sequencing to characterize diverse marine microbiomes (Cuvelier et 
al., 2014, Campbell et al., 2015).  
Marine and soil environments have been studied previously using high throughput 
sequencing techniques, but less research has been done on the south Florida freshwater 
environment (Janssen et al., 2006, Knight et al 2009, Staley et al., 2013, Pall et al., 2013, 
).  No previous research on microbial community studies were found on the fresh water 
ecosystems and canals of the Broward and West Palm Beach areas.  The characterization 
of upstream, headwater communities that are flowing out to the marine environment 
through the intracoastal waterway (ICW) and Port Everglades Inlet (PEI) will hopefully 
lead to a greater understanding of the bacteria we are releasing to the oceans.  
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II Hypotheses:  
The primary purpose of this study is to characterize the aquatic microbial populations in 
urban south Florida canals and compare them with a pristine Florida environment (Grassy 
Waters Preserve).  It is hypothesized that human influence is having a large effect on 
microbial community structure and ecosystem health.  Below are the hypotheses to be 
tested. 
1. Canals will have less variation (via alpha diversity) in microbial community 
structure than the pristine Everglades system, including more bacteria related 
to human influences. (Fecal matter/pollution build-up) 
Ho - There will be no statistical difference between the bacterial communities 
present in the different sampling locations.  
2. Greater levels of microbial diversity will be found in the wet season.  
Ho - There will be no statistical difference in diversity over the course of the 
study. 
3. Agricultural, urban, and pristine control areas will all be significantly different 
in beta diversity. 
Ho - There will be no statistical differences in diversity based on site type. 
4. Total nitrogen and total phosphate will have the largest effect on community 
composition compared to temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, and all other 
chemicals included in this study. 
Ho - There will be no statistical difference explained by chemical data in this 
study.  
5. Grassy Waters will have greater stability in community structure over the 
duration of the study than urban and agricultural locations. 
Ho – There will be no statistical difference in community structure over the 
duration of the study. 
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III Material and Methods: 
Sample Locations 
Table1: All sites and their locations sampled in study. 
Site  County Latitude  Longitude 
Br29 Broward  26.061206 -80.427581 
Br28 Broward  26.063985 -80.312480 
Br124 Broward  26.065908 -80.217120 
Br24 Broward  26.059356 -80.143438 
A2 Palm Beach 26.428440 -80.609249 
GW1 West Palm 
Beach 
26.823604 -80.179669 
GW2 West Palm 
Beach 
26.822462 -80.187970 
GW4 West Palm 
Beach 
26.825278 -80.195000 
GW5 West Palm 
Beach 
26.815417 -80.187001 
GW6 West Palm 
Beach 
26.812542 -80.193310 
GW7 West Palm 
Beach 
26.811681 -80.182349 
GW8 West Palm 
Beach 
26.813959 -80.180371 
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Figure 2: Sample Locations; four Broward County sites (Blue) are located along Griffin Road 
Canal, the agricultural site (red) is located in the Everglades Agricultural Area, and Grassy 
Waters is marked (yellow) with subsites (7 locations) shown in Figure 3. Taken fromGoogle 
Maps 
GW 
A2 
BR29 BR28 BR124 BR24 
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Water and soil samples were collected from three distinct environments across 
Broward and Palm Beach Counties, consisting of canal systems and a preserve (shown in 
Fig. 3).  The first canal systems (A2, BR124, BR28, BR29) originate from Lake 
Okeechobee and lead into the intracoastal waterways (BR24) in Broward County, 
eventually introducing the fresh water into the estuarine and marine ecosystems.  These 
canals go through agriculture and then heavy urban areas where they collect large amounts 
of runoff.  This canal system was designed by the US Army Corps of Engineers as a part 
of the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control Project to provide flood protection and 
water supply to South Florida (South Florida Water Management District 2002). The urban 
sites are made up of BR24, BR124, BR28, and BR29.  BR24 is an intracoastal location 
south of a water control structure.  BR124, BR28 and BR29 are fresh water canal sites 
upstream to the intracoastal site that will be used to look at the influence the fresh water 
canal may have on the intracoastal waterways. The sites are also located with various levels 
of urban influence, starting on the edge of the everglades (BR 29) and leading to central 
Davie (BR28) and under the Florida Turnpike (BR124).  Many houses in the Urban area 
studied still use septic systems that can leak with age, a possible influence into the water 
table.   
 
Figure 3: Grassy 
Waters Site 
Locations: Taken 
from Google Maps; 
all site location taken 
in northern Grassy 
Waters.  
GW1: Top Right 
GW2: Top Middle 
GW4: Top Left 
GW5: Bottom Left 
GW6: Bottom 
Middle 
GW7: Bottom 
Middle (right) 
GW8: Bottom Right 
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A2 canal is in the Everglades Agricultural Area and is used to observe the influence 
of agricultural runoff on microbial community structure.  A2 is at the southern edge of the 
Everglades Agricultural Area, meaning the canal picks up runoff from sugarcane fields it 
runs through to the north.  The waste and nutrients that are picked up can be harmful to the 
ocean ecosystem (Campbell et al., 2015, Lapointe 2015). 
The control testing location is Grassy Waters Preserve in West Palm Beach.  This 
preserve, which serves as the surface water supply for the city of West Palm Beach, is a 
highly regulated and controlled environment that is kept to natural Florida species.  The 
preserve is 60 square kilometers of preserved wetlands ecosystem that is entirely rainfed 
and cut off from the canal system. Water and soil samples were collected from a transect 
of the northern portion of the preserve.  Soil microbial communities, the most diverse 
populations of bacteria on earth, are responsible for the main mineralization reactions that 
recycle nutrients and denature pollutants in the environment. These communities also 
provide data to help assess the relationship to agricultural runoff (Bossio & Scow 1995). 
This site is represented in Figure 3.  GW 8 differs from GW 1:7 as it is taken in a lake 
environment and not the shallow wetlands environment for sites GW1:7.   This lake site 
has a similar depth profile as the canal sites and was chosen to see differing environments 
in the preserve.  
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Sample Collection 
Water and sediment samples were collected from nine sites across the greater 
Broward and West Palm Beach areas as shown in Figure 2, Figure 3, and Table 1. Sample 
collection was coordinated with the Environmental Protection and Growth Management 
Department of Broward County for sites in the Broward County area.  Broward collects bi-
monthly water quality data that are used as metadata to be compared with the microbial 
data to look for relationships. Control samples were collected in Grassy Waters Preserve 
with transportation to the study site being provided by the city of West Palm Beach.  Water 
samples were collected in one-liter sterile polyethylene bottles and kept in a cooler until 
return to the laboratory.  Soil was collected with a 30.5 cm auger core to receive soil from 
a depth of 15 cm and placed into sterile tube and cooled until return to the laboratory.  
Weather patterns were recorded in the same manner as done by the Broward County 
sampling team (3 days prior). Once returned to the laboratory, water samples were tested 
for pH and vacuum-filtered through 0 .45 µm membrane filters and stored at -80°C until 
DNA extraction was performed. (Hobbie 1977, Knight et al., 2012). Soil was divided with 
0.25g being placed into a MoBio Powerlizer glass bead tube and be stored at -80°C with 
the remainder of the sample until DNA extraction. 
 
Microbial DNA Extraction 
 DNA was extracted for both water and soil samples using Mo Bio PowerLyzer 
Powersoil DNA isolation kits (Cat# 12855-100) following the Mo Bio Protocols (MoBio 
Laboratories Inc.). After extraction, a 0.5% agarose gel was run to check success of 
extraction (Lee et al., 2012). Electrophoresis uses electrical current to separate molecules 
based on size. DNA is negatively charged and is drawn towards positive charges when 
placed in an electrical field. The distance traveled by molecules can then be compared to a 
ladder of known molecular sizes to estimate the size of the DNA fragments (Smisek 1989). 
DNA was then checked for PCR amplification for the V4 region of this 16s gene with 
platinum hotstart master mix (Invitrogen). This amplification is done using PCR primers 
R806 and F515, specifically designed for the 16s amplification (Caporaso et al., 2011). 
After quality checking, extracted DNA was held at -20˚C until ready for sequencing. 
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Illumina High-Throughput Metagenomic Sequencing    
 Amplicons of the 16S rRNA gene were sequenced using Earth Microbiome 
Project (EMP) protocols (Thompson et al., 2017). Amplicon PCR was performed as per 
the EMP sequencing protocol for the Illumina MiSeq platform.  This sequencing is done 
using Illumina barcoded primers for the 16s rRNA region (R806 & F515) with Invitrogen 
Platinum Hot Start PCR 2X Master Mix. PCR was performed using 94ºC for 3 minutes, 
94ºC for 45 seconds, 50ºC for 60 seconds, 72ºC for 90 seconds, and these steps are repeated 
30 times. The barcoding allows for the identification of samples when looking at the final 
output data from the MiSeq. PCR was then checked on a 0.5% agarose gel for proper 
amplification with clean bands.  PCR products are cleaned using Ampure beads to remove 
excess DNA fragments. The final DNA concentration was checked to high precision using 
a Qubit 2.0 (Life Technologies).   Qubit is a fluorometer designed to precisely measure 
nucleic acids or proteins.  The selective nature of the Qubit is delicate and doesn’t over-
estimate samples, making it useful for high sensitivity DNA (Life Technologies).  The 
Qubit check is followed by normalization to four picomolar and then library pooling 
(NexterXT PCR Cleanup 2). The final quality check is done on the pooled DNA using an 
Agililent Bio analyzer tape station 2200, which checks both the quality of the DNA and for 
possible contamination. The final product is loaded into an Illumina MiSeq system for 16S 
metagenomics DNA at 500 cycles sequencing following a modified Illumina workflow 
protocol.  
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Data Analysis and Statistics 
FASTQ DNA sequence files were run through Quantitative Insights into Microbial 
Ecology v.2 (QIIME2).  Sequences were quality filtered to remove chimeras and scores 
under 25 (1 error in 10,000 base pairs based off the PHRED system).  Sequences were then 
sorted into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) with a 99% similarity or greater for the 
Silvia database. The standards which Knight et al. (2012) set for metadata and sampling 
sizes were followed. QIIME2 was used for demultiplexing, quality filtering, taxonomic 
assignment, phylogenetic reconstruction, and diversity analysis and visualizations.  The 
forward, reverse, and index reads were combined into one “qza” file in the conda 
environment and then importing into QIIME2 with the “emp-import” command.  
Sequences were then demultiplexed using the “demux” command.  Following 
demultiplexing, sequences were quality filtered and trimmed in DADA2 using the “dada2 
denoise” command to create a feature-table.  The feature table was then used to generate a 
phylogenetic tree with the “phyologeny fastttree” command. The QIIME2-generated 
sequences were then assigned taxonomy through a learned silva classifier (silva-132-99-
515-806-nb-classifier.qza). QIIME2 and the phyloseq package in R Studio were used 
sampling depth to see that the whole diversity of the community was captured in the 
samples (R Development Core Team 2008, RStudio Team 2015). Alpha and beta diversity 
were assessed using Qiime2 and R Studio (VEGAN and Phyloseq package).  Alpha 
diversity describes the diversity (species richness, evenness) characteristics within a 
sampling location.  Alpha diversity was determined via the Phyloseq package in R Studio.  
Two comparisons were made with Observed, Chao1 test (Figure 6) and a Simpson vs 
inverse Simpson (Figure 5).    
Beta diversity was assessed with VEGAN and the Phyloseq packages. The package 
was used to calculate Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index, quantifying dissimilarities between 
sites (Faith et al, 1987).  A PCoA was run on the Bray-Curtis to visualize the distance 
between the sites (Figure 7).  A weighted unifrac was run to see changes in abundance and 
beta diversity (Lozupone et al., 2007, Staley et al., 2013).  Analysis of similarity (ANOSIM 
and AMOVA) were used to rank dissimilarity and variance respectively (Excoffier et al., 
1992, Clarke 1993, Staley et al., 2013).  Simper (VEGAN) found common species between 
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control, agriculture, and urban areas.  The Simper results are then used to determine 
baseline species and species that anthropogenic activities are introducing or enhancing in 
the environment (Yamaguchi et al., 2013).  All microbial sequence data were compared 
with physical data collected by Broward and West Palm Beach counties. Data for the 
agricultural site were taken from South Florida Water Management Districts DBHYDRO 
public database (http://my.sfwmd.gov/dbhydroplsql), one of the largest water quality 
databases in the United States.  Grassy Waters data were provided through Grassy Waters 
and the West Palm Beach governments water quality testing program.  Broward data were 
sourced from Broward County’s Ambient Water Quality program.  Testing methods for 
the chemical tests can be seen in Table 6.  Multiple least squares regression was run in 
R(VEGAN) and applied to determine if statistically significant correlations exist between 
water quality variables (see Fig. 4 above) and microbial community composition 
(Campbell et al., 2015). ANOVA, PERMANOVA, and Tukey tests were run to obtain 
significance values (Paliy & Shankar 2016).  A canonical correlation analysis (CCA) was 
run to determine the effect of metadata on the microbiome (Weiss 2016). This is a Gaussian 
weighted averaging model that is combined with a regression.  The variables tested in the 
CAA were as follows: site type, sample location, date, month, latitude, longitude, air 
temperature, water temperature, rain three days prior, rain one-month prior, total 
phosphate, dissolved oxygen, temperature, conductivity, pH, total nitrogen, ammonia, and 
total suspended solids. These variables are then dropped by the model if they are too closely 
correlated to another such as rain three days prior and rain one-month prior.  Rain three 
days prior was used as it is taken by the water quality testing agencies, while rain one-
month prior was used to determine the amount of waterfall between sampling times.  When 
there are too many related variables, the model will not perform as well, thus variables that 
are found to be correlated to one another are removed to improve the overall performance 
of the model.  These variables were removed by a stepwise procedure that searches for the 
best fit model.  SourceTracker was run to find source of contaminants in the environment 
(Knight et al., 2011).  SourceTracker uses a Bayesian algorithm to compare each source 
site to a sink site to determine how much of the sinks community composition if effected 
by the sources provided.  Full R and Qiime codes are provided in the supplementary 
material.   
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IV RESULTS  
Miseq DNA Sequencing Output 
 Sequencing took place on 112 water samples resulting in 11,222,966 raw reads with 
a mean of 530529 reads per sampling location. Samples with fewer than 30,000 reads were 
dropped due to lack of adequate coverage.  An alpha rarefaction curve for sample location 
(Figure 1) shows full sampling depth for all locations sampled. 67,732 (~605 taxa per 
sample) unique taxa we found after processing through DADA2 in Qiime2.  (Callahan et 
al., 2017).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Alpha rarefaction curve for all SiteTypes created in Qiime2.  All three SiteTypes 
reach a plateau at the top of the graph showing complete sampling depth, meaning the site was 
sampled enough to show the complete picture of the microbiome at the tests locations.  
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Microbial Diversity 
Two comparisons for alpha diversity were made with Observed, Chao1 test (Figure 
6) and a Shannon vs inverse Simpson (Figure 5).  Each sampling event is represented by a 
dot on the graphs.  A boxplot is then imposed over all sampling events for one sampling 
location which is used for comparison.  
 Beta Diversity is defined as the diversity between sampling locations and was 
assessed with the Jaccard and Bray Curtis Diversity Indices.  All sites were found to be 
significantly different from each other using a pairwise PERMANOVA in the VEGAN 
package (p=0.001, Df = 2, F=17.45).  A PCoA was run on the Bray-Curtis to visualize the 
distance between the sites (Figure 7).  The area of the control group shows a large diversity 
in the environment with one site being closer to the saline urban environment than other 
sites in the control group. A weighted UniFrac PCoA was used to account for the 
phylogenetics of the communities when comparing dissimilarity (Figure 14).  A network 
was built from the Bray Curtis as well with a 0.7 or 70% dissimilar threshold (Figure 8). 
  
 
 
 
Figure 5: Shannon (left) and InvSimpson (right) tests of alpha diversity (diversity indices).  This analysis was performed using 
plot_richness function with Phyloseq in R Studio.  Plotted by sample location and colored by Site type. The higher the median 
indicates the greater the alpha diversity per site. 
2
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Figure 6: Overserved (left) and Chao1 (right) test of alpha diversity (richness estimators). This analysis was performed using plot_richness 
function with Phyloseq in R Studio. Plotted by sample location and colored by Site type. The higher the median the greater the alpha 
diversity per site. 
2
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Figure 7: PCOA test done using VEGAN Package in R Studio based on Bray-Curtis Dissimilarities. 
Grouped based on Site Type. All sites are significantly different from one another (p=0.001).  The 
distance between sites in the Control (Grassy Waters) area are larger than between Urban and 
Agriculture.   
  
 
 
Figure 8: Plot network based on Bray Curtis 0.7 dissimilarity. Made in R Studio on the Phyloseq package. Colored based on 
sample location.  
2
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Environmental Effects  
 To determine the effect of environmental variables as drivers of change in the 
ecosystem a canonical correspondence analysis was run in R Studio on the VEGAN 
Package (Figure 7).  Conductivity, the ability of a solution to conduct electricity, was found 
to be the largest driver explaining ~8% of the variation.  Total phosphate, month, dissolved 
oxygen, and latitude were also found to significantly drive change but with both only 
explaining ~1% of the variation. Over 20 metadata parameters were run for the CCA, 
however, 11 were dropped as either not relevant or too closely correlated to another 
parameter (such as rain one month and rain three days prior).   
 The CCA plot shows how all three distinct environments cluster and are 
significantly different from one another (CCA p=0.002).  The agricultural and urban sites 
appear more closely related with a slight overlap.  The control environment is more 
disparate and more affected by dissolved oxygen.  Total phosphate may drive change for 
the agricultural sites while conductivity appears as a large driver for the urban environment 
(Figure 9).  Latitude is seen as the driver for the control environment and dissolved oxygen 
is a driver for both the control and agriculture sites (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9: CCA analysis done with VEGAN in R Studio.  P=0.002 R2=0.251.  Grouped on Site Type, three 
distinct groupings are shown.  Conductivity is shown to be the largest driver with latitude being a large 
driver for the Grassy Waters sites and phosphate for the agricultural sites.  
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Relative Abundance  
 All OTU data were transformed for rank abundance, showing the percent of the 
OTU in the sample or environment.  These abundances were aggregated by site type due 
to the large number of OTUs found in the dataset.  The top 20 OTUs from each sample  
 
Figure 10: Krona Chart for top 20 taxa for agricultural sites down to the family level.  
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were visualized with Krona charts, used to visualize metagenomic data and show 
quantitative hierarchical relationships (Ondov et al., 2011).  Abundance profiles are shown 
in Figures 10-13.  These pie charts show the taxonomic makeup of the top 20 OTUs per 
environment down to the genus level.   
 
 
 
Figure 11: Krona Chart for top 20 taxa for Grassy Waters sites down to the family level. 
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Figure 12: Krona Chart for top 20 taxa for urban sites down to the family level. 
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Figure 13: Krona Chart for top 20 taxa for urban salt water sites down to the family level. 
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Source Tracker 
 SourceTracker was developed as a Bayesian approach tool to estimate 
contamination in high throughput studies (Knight et al., 2011).  The program is written into 
R Studio and sample locations are assigned as “sources” or “sinks”.  The program looks 
for possible contamination in the sink population from the source populations.  
SourceTracker works differently than a naïve Bayes model by allowing uncertainty into 
the source and sink distributions, while also modeling a sink sample as a mixture of 
sources, stopping a sink from being modeled by one source (Knight et al. 2011).  Gibbs 
sampling is used to allow each source to be a possible contaminator to each sink.  
SourceTracker makes each sink become a set number of sequences mapped to taxa and 
allows these sequences to come from any source (Griffiths et al., 2004).  Unknown sources 
are also considered in this process as not all taxa are likely to be contamination from the 
source environments provided (Knight et al., 2011).  
Two SourceTracker runs were conducted for this study. The first run indicated 
possible contamination into the marine ecosystem through the intracoastal waterways.  To 
perform this test all Griffin canal sites were set as sources and the intracoastal site was set 
as the sink.  Site BR24 is set as the only sink, with sites BR124, BR28, BR29, and A2 all 
being sources.  Due to the nature of the canal system all the water runs out to this 
intracoastal site. Finding a source as contamination would show that the bacteria input into 
the canal system is making its way to and surviving in the marine system.  The output of 
this code can be seen in Figure 13.   
The second SourceTracker looks at the influence of agricultural runoff on the canal 
system.  The influence of agricultural runoff can be seen by the increased phosphate in 
chemistry data, but the details of the effect of phosphate on the microbiome of the canal is 
not yet known.  By setting the agricultural site (A2) to be the only source we can see its 
effect on all other sites sampled in this study (Br24,124,28,29, and GW1,2,4,5,6,7,8).  
Finding contamination in these sites would show that they are being affected by the 
agricultural runoff upstream. The results of this code can be seen in Figure 14. 
  
 
 
 
Figure 14: Source Tracker Analysis examining the impacts on the intracoastal waterways.  For both sites green represents site Br29, 
black represents site Br28, and yellow indicates an unknown source.  The graph shows the intracoastal sink site Br24 and its sources 
of contamination for each month sampled.  Most contamination is unknown and due to the location of the site is likely tidal.  
September is the month with the highest influence and is likely due to the large flow through from high rain months.  
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Figure 15: Source Tracker Analysis looking into the impacts on the intracoastal waterways.  For both sites green represents site Br29, 
black represents site Br28, and yellow indicates an unknown source.  The months in black represent Br28 and the months in green 
represent Br29.  The graph shows the sources influence on each other rather than on the sink site in the intracoastal.  Here we see the 
same pattern of higher influence in the wet season.  
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Figure 16: Agricultural impact on sampling sites: blue indicates agricultural influence and green indicates unknown sources. No 
impact was found for the Grassy Waters sites apart from site 8 (lake).  Strong impact was found for the canal sites downriver Br 
124,28, 29.  No significant impact was found for the saline site.  
3
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V Discussion 
Taxonomy  
 South Florida was once dominated by what Majory Stoneman Douglas called the 
“River of Grass”, known today as the Everglades (Douglas 1947).  The Everglades is a 
unique ecosystem but is similar to the Pantanal of Brazil or the Delta region of Mexico.  
However, these wetlands receive most of their nutrients from their upstream rivers 
(Mazzotti et al., 2005).  Traditionally the outflows of Lake Okeechobee were the only 
source of water to the Everglades aside from the atmosphere (Lodge 2017). This 
independent system of rivers and streams is unique to the ecosystem (Gunderson 1993).  
These conditions created a vast ecosystem with unique organisms, but which may still be 
less diverse than other Florida ecosystems such as Indian River Lagoon (Laspointe et 
al.,2018). Nonetheless changes in the proximity of the Everglades have occurred due to the 
pressures of agricultural and urban development.  Increased nutrient input has created a 
shift in primary producers, which is seen in Figures 10-13, from periphyton communities 
to filamentous algae species (Lodge 2018).  This change in nutrient input is responsible for 
the core taxa seen in the ecosystem today (Gottleib et al., 2015).  
 Core taxa are microorganisms which can be found in an abundance of over 1%, 
whereas rare taxa are found to be found in less than 0.1% (Pedros-Alio 2006). Following 
the theory that “everything is everywhere” from Lourens Baas-Becking in 1934 and that 
microbes only need the correct conditions to thrive, these rare taxa are thought to be able 
to establish and expand to core taxa if the correct conditions are met (Sogin et al., 2006).  
In this study, 15 taxa were found to be core across all sampling locations.  The most 
abundant taxa across all samples was found to be an uncultured bacterium from the 
Polynucleobacter genus (order Burholderiales) which makes up ~3% of all bacteria.  All 
described Polynucleobacter are planktonic freshwater bacteria (Hahn et al., 2017), so it is 
unsurprising to see them as a core taxon for a variety of south Florida freshwater 
ecosystems. Interestingly this taxon had an increased abundance for Grassy Waters sites 
having up to a 25% abundance for Grassy Waters site 5 for December 2016.  More research 
should be conducted into a connection between these proteobacteria and the natural 
periphyton mats that are prevalent at this site. The second-most abundant taxa composing 
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2.4% of all taxa was found to be a soil associated Verrucomicrobia phylum (class 
Spartobacteria) and again had a high association for Grassy Waters sites.  These associated 
phyla are likely caused by the shallow depth of the water which is highly affected by rain. 
Shallow depth in turn means soil may have a greater influence on the water’s bacterial 
makeup.  Sparobacteria have been found to dominate Verrucomicrobial communities in 
nearly all biomes (Bergmann et al., 2011).  The ecology of these Verrucomicrobia has not 
been studied in detail, but they have been shown to have a strong dominance in grassland 
ecosystems (Bergmann et al., 2011).  The sawgrass ecosystem of Grassy Waters also shows 
dominance by the Sparobateria.  Interestingly, the highest abundance taxa with an 
affiliation for the urban sites was Methylococcaceae, composing 2.1% of the site’s taxa.  
This is a family of bacteria that use methane as their energy source in place of 
photosynthesis (Madigan 2003).  These methanotrophs fix methane in their environment 
by absorbing it into their cells.  When the cells of these bacteria die, the fixed methane is 
sometimes buried into the sediment.   
 The top 20 taxa from each site were plotted in Kronas charts to visualize the 
dominant taxa (Figures 10-13).  Krona charts allow visualization of the top bacteria on 
multiple taxonomic levels.  The agricultural site is dominated by the phylum 
Actinobacteria, whereas all other site types are dominated by proteobacteria (Figure 10).  
Actinobacteria have important effects on soil systems and thus are important for agriculture 
(Schrempf 2013).  Actinobacteria are also known for producing antibiotics (Ghai et al., 
2011).  These uses show how agricultural runoff can affect the surrounding environment.  
Grassy Waters is dominated by Proteobacteria, specifically the order Burkholderiales 
(Figure 11).  These bacteria may provide a role in maintaining soil pH and nutrient cycling 
(Dworkin et al., 2006).  The dominance of a soil regulating bacteria in the water column is 
likely due to Grassy Water’s shallow water depth.  A noticeable taxon not seen in the 
natural sites is Sporochaetes (which is a known pathogenic species causing a variety of 
human diseases (Villegas et al., 2004).  The prevalence of this taxon in the urban 
environment may be due to human runoff and seepage of sewage systems into the water 
table (Figure 12).  The intracoastal waters show a dominance of cyanobacteria --bacteria 
able to create energy from light through photosynthesis (Figure 13).  The Cyanobacteria 
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are a prominent part of the marine ecosystem; thus, it is unsurprising to find their 
dominance when compared to the three other fresh water systems.  
 
Diversity  
 Alpha diversity is the diversity of a sampling site and can be measured using 
multiple tests.  To measure alpha diversity, each sampling location was examined using 
Observed, Chao1, Shannon, and InvSimpson indices (Figures 5 & 6).  Observed and Chao1 
index measure alpha diversity based on species richness.  Observed uses counts of unique 
taxa in each sample whereas Chao1 estimates diversity from abundance data.  Chao1 takes 
into account the importance of rare taxa, assumes a Poisson distribution for the number of 
observations, and has corrections for variance built into the calculation (Gotelli & Colwell 
2010).  
Observed and Chao1 diversity measurements show that Grassy Waters sites have a 
higher diversity, but also have greater variation over the agricultural and urban sites studied 
(Figure 6).  This increased variation is likely due to the seasonal variation in the 
environment, compared to the more constant (~3 meters) and depth-controlled urban and 
agricultural canal environments (SFWMD 2018). The SFWMD and the US Army Corps 
of Engineers control the water levels of the canal system through levees and water control 
structures year-round (SFMWD 2018). The increased diversity seen in the wet season for 
Grassy Waters may be due to the increased diversity in the environment brought upon by 
the formation of periphyton mats (Lodge 2017).  Periphyton mats are made up mixtures of 
algae, cyanobacteria, other microbes, and detritus.  Periphyton mats are an important 
ecosystem component to the Everglades, as both a food source for invertebrates and 
removing contaminants from the water column.  Due to these abilities, periphyton mats are 
used in ecological assessments and water quality studies (Milstein et al., 2003, DeNicola 
& Kelly 2014)   These mats promote diversity within an ecosystem but are lost in the dry 
seasons and can take months to restore with the return of the wet season (Gottlieb et al., 
2015, Shade et al., 2012).  
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Alpha diversity can also be evaluated using the species richness estimators 
Shannon-Wiener and InvSimpson (Figure 6).  Shannon-Weiner uses information statistics 
acting as a function, not an index.  The value of the Shannon function increases with 
increasing alpha diversity.  The Simpson index is a similarity index and thus shows higher 
values when the diversity is lower.  Therefore, we use an inverse measurement 
(InvSimpson) for comparison (higher values mean more diverse).  The Simpson index is 
also weighted more on dominant species, hence the lower variation seen in Figure 6. 
Multiple alpha diversity measurements are performed to get a full picture of the makeup of 
the groupings.  Two groupings can share zero taxa and have the same alpha diversity 
metrics.  By adding measures that account for weighting (Simpson) or abundance data 
(Chao1) another level is added to the analysis.  
 Both species richness estimators place the Alpha Diversity of the urban and 
agricultural sites higher than Grassy Waters, differing from the Observed and Chao1.  
Species richness indicates the number of different taxa represented in an ecosystem.  
However, species richness doesn’t take into account distributions and hence those are 
tested with the Simpson and Shannon indices.  The same seasonal variation can be seen in 
the Shannon for Grassy Waters but not in the InvSimpson, showing that the dominant taxa 
for Grassy waters are more stable.  The most variability is seen in the urban environments’ 
dominant taxa (Figure 6), opposite of the unweighted tests where urban was stable 
compared to Grassy Waters.  There also is be no significant difference between agricultural 
and urban sites when it comes to Alpha diversity.  The similarity in the agricultural and 
urban sites is likely due to these sites being in the same canal system and hence subject to 
the same controls from the water management agencies.  
Beta Diversity, the diversity between sites, was also measured using Bray-Curtis 
and visualized in R Studio using the VEGAN and Phyloseq packages (Figures 7 & 8).  
Bray-Curtis is used to quantify the compositional dissimilarity between two sites based on 
counts.  These values can then be visualized graphically based on distance.  A principle 
coordinate analysis (PCoA) test was run using the VEGAN package (Oksanen et al., 2018) 
in R studio (Figure 7).  
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 As shown in Figure 7, there are four distinct groupings; agriculture, urban, urban 
salt water, and Grassy Waters.  Urban and urban saltwater (also known as “brackish” water) 
had to be split into two different groups due to the large difference in community 
composition found between the canal and tidally influenced sites.  Site 24 is downstream 
of the water control structure between the intracoastal waterways and Griffin Road canal 
and is therefore a brackish water environment that is flushed by the tides.  The urban salt 
water environment is closer in similarity to some Grassy Waters sites than to the canal sites 
that feed into it. 
Figure 7 also indicates the large variation between environments that can be found 
in Grassy Waters.  All Grassy Waters sites are within 1600 meters of each other and yet 
the Bray Curtis dissimilarity distances between some sites is larger than all the distances 
of the urban sites which can be up to 50 kilometers apart.  The difference found in Grassy 
Waters may be due to the varying Everglades habitats that may make up Grassy Waters 
and the seasonality of the water depth (Lodge 2017).  For example, Grassy Waters Site 8 
(GW8) is a deep pond or “lake” environment that retains water in all seasons, and thus 
largely differs from the proximal sawgrass (Cladium jamaicense) environments that are 
dominated by periphyton mats (Lodge 2017).  
A weighted UniFrac was run to compare the communities (Figure 15).  This 
comparison differs from the Bray-Curtis by incorporating phylogenetic distances between 
observed organisms and was run on only the top 20 phyla per sample.  The weighted 
UniFrac allows for a comparison of the dominant taxa for each site while factoring in how 
different the taxa are from one another. The difference setting was plotted at an alpha 0.75, 
meaning that groupings show for those sites with 75% differentiation from one another.  
The urban salt water and Grassy Waters dry season sites have very district groupings 
(Figure 15).  However, the lake site for Grassy Waters is mixed in with the agricultural and 
urban environments.  These environments have a similar depth with the canals and hence 
more related taxon are likely to live in these environments than the shallow water 
environments.  
A network of relatedness was made in Phyloseq using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity 
metric at 0.7 difference (Figure 8).  Similar groupings are shown as before, but the 
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agriculture site is related to the Broward sites for two months and separate for three.  
January 2017 to March 2017 is a distinct grouping of agricultural sites, whereas the summer 
month agriculture sites are related to the urban sites.  This difference correlates to the wet 
season flow rate compared to the dry. With minimal rainfall and less flow in the winter 
months, it is likely that the sites are less connected.  Grassy Waters Site 8 also has its own 
clustering, due to the different depth at the site compared to the rest of the sites sampled in 
the preserve.  The intracoastal site Br24 also shows a distinct group, with no relation to the 
agriculture site that is seen for the other Griffin Road canal sites (Br 28,29, & 124).  
Environmental Variables  
 This study used environmental data collected from various government sources. 
Broward sites were sampled the same location and day in coordination with the Broward 
County Ambient Water Quality Program.  Sites were also sampled at a depth of 15 
centimeters to avoid the floc layer near the sediment/water interface.  Agricultural site data 
were obtained from South Florida Water Management District’s DBHRDRO data browser.  
These data are available to the public and most sampling sites are at water control structures 
on levees.  These data stem from  same-day sampling, although measurements are not 
always taken at the same time of day making it less precise than the Broward data.  Grassy 
Waters environmental data derived from The City of West Palm Beach and the Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP). Grassy Waters data is from the southern 
section of the preserve and were obtained up to 3 days before or after the sampling for this 
study, and therefore can only be interpreted as an approximation.   Aggregating all the data 
for sites tested for water quality metrics led to 87 samples with complete data for 16 
environmental variables. These sites were then run through a Canonical Correlation 
Analysis (CCA) in R studio using the VEGAN package (Oksanen 2018).  The CCA takes 
the matrices (OTUs per site and Metadata) and looks for correlations among the variables 
(Hardle et al., 2007).   
 The CCA model showed that there is significant differentiation between groups 
caused by the variables tested (p = 0.002), explaining ~ 25% of the variation found between 
the sites. The environmental variable with the largest influence was shown to be 
conductivity, which explained ~8% of the variation between sites.  Total phosphate, month 
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and latitude also showed a significant effect (p=0.002) while only explaining ~1% of the 
variation.   
 Conductivity in water is a measure of ability to pass electrical flow, which is based 
on the number of dissolved ions in the water column.  Ion concentration in water has been 
shown to have a correlation to water quality and to the microbial communities (J.J. Corbett 
1954, Lozupone and Knight 2007, Kimbrel et al., 2018). Due to the known effect of ion 
concentrations on the microbial communities, it is predictable that this study found 
conductivity to have the highest effect on the microbiome.   
Table 2: Comparison of Total Phosphate and Total Nitrogen to average levels of US 
surface water environments (National) and Everglades levels.  Data for national and 
Everglades comes from the USGS. 
(https://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/circ1207/major_findings.htm) 
Nutrient National  Everglades Agriculture Urban  Grassy 
Waters 
Total Phosphate 0.1 0.004 0.094 0.016 0.024 
Total Nitrogen 1 1.1 1.879 0.897 0.885 
  
Phosphate comprises an important element in the environment for its role in 
photosynthesis and energy production, hence it is a component of many fertilizers to 
enhance crop production (Smil 2000). The Everglades ecosystem historically is a low 
phosphate environment (Lodge 2017) (Table 2).  These low phosphate levels are important 
to the health of the natural periphyton mats that thrive in low levels of phosphate (Pei et 
al., 2015).  Phosphate is a limiting nutrient in the Everglades, causing uptake of excess 
phosphate to occur quickly when it enters the environment in the form of runoff.  This 
increase in phosphate correlates with a shift natural competition in favor of algae species 
(McCormick et al., 1996).  Anthropogenic influences have caused an increase in total 
phosphorus concentrations from historic levels, as can be seen from all the measurements 
taken during this study.  The agricultural site showed the highest levels of both nitrogen 
and phosphate while the urban sites had lower levels of phosphate than Grassy Waters.  
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The source of the raised levels of phosphate in Grassy Waters is unknown but may partially 
result from African Dust events, which carry phosphate and have been increasing in 
magnitude and frequency (Griffin 2012).  The higher levels of phosphate paralleled the 
different taxonomic makeup of the agricultural site, the only site to not have the dominance 
of Proteobacteria.  This lack of Proteobacteria could be correlated to phosphate as a limiting 
agent in the natural waters.  With an increase of phosphate shown at the study site the 
Actinobateria and Cyanobacteria are able to out compete the naturally dominant 
Proteobacteria.  Nitrogen increases shown at the site however do not correlate to the 
differences as seen in the CCA (Figure 9).  Phosphate being limiting means the added 
nitrogen cannot be used until the water column is saturated with Phosphate, hence we don’t 
see a statistical correlation for Nitrogen. The change in the environment due to phosphate 
can lead to large scale ecosystem events such as the algal blooms effecting Lake 
Okeechobee and thus more research should be done to find the effects phosphate is having 
on the microbial communities of south Florida waters.  
Source Tracker 
 SourceTracker analysis was completed to determine the amount of contamination 
that was entering the canal system and Grassy Waters from the Everglades agricultural area 
(Figures 14, 15, & 16).  This analysis takes certain locations as sources and others as sinks.  
It then uses a Bayesian algorithm to determine the likely contaminants in the sinks from 
the source.  
 The first test was done on Griffin Canal in Broward county.  Broward sites 28, 29, 
and 124 lead into the intracoastal waterways through a system of levees and water control 
structures. The water is pumped through the water control structure to Broward site 24.  
SourceTracker found that most of the influence on the intracoastal site was tidal.  However, 
during months with high flow rates through the water control structure, there was a marked 
increase in the influence on the intracoastal.  When examining SFWMD flow data from 
DBHYDRO’s database, it was found that the September months had an average flow of 
~100 cubic feet per second (cfs) higher than average.  Only October and August had 
comparable flow to September, whereas the month of May 2017 had zero flow.  This 
correlation with high flow rate correlates with an increased number of affected corals seen 
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in the summer months found in previous studies (Zvuloni et al., 2015), and perhaps the 
harmful algal blooms in S. Florida which are increasing in frequency and severity 
(Lapointe et al., 2018, Rosen et al., 2018).  This increased influence of the flow through 
water’s bacteria may also affect corals in Florida’s warmer months when the corals are 
susceptible to bleaching (Heron et al., 2010). 
 SourceTracker was also used to determine the influence of the agricultural area on 
the downstream environments.  As seen in Figure 14, there is a strong influence on Griffin 
Canal.  The same trend of only high flow months can be seen on the influence for the 
intracoastal site.   
Grassy waters southern section is intersected by the M canal which leaves Lake 
Okeechobee and travels through the Everglades Agricultural Area.  However, only one site 
at Grassy Waters showed any contamination from the agricultural area.  Grassy Waters 
sites 1-7 all showed no contamination.  Grassy Waters site 8 is closer to the southern section 
of the preserve and is a similar depth to the canal system.  This site showed minor 
contamination from the agricultural area. The lake site (GW8) similarity in composition 
may be due to the similar depth profiles, that the rest of the preserve lacks, allowing similar 
bacterial populations to thrive.  More testing should be done in the southern section of the 
preserve to see if this contamination is just due to the depth of the site or if all the southern 
section is showing a larger influence from the M canal waters.   
 
Grassy Waters 
 Grassy Waters Preserve’s northern territory was chosen as the control environment 
for this study due to the presumed lack or much reduced outside influences on GWP.  As 
previously stated, the Grassy Waters northern section is completely rain fed and has no 
intersections with the man-made canals sampled in this study. The park rangers also 
remove invasive species of foliage.   Due to this monitoring, vast expanses of sawgrass 
marsh are able to grow and the periphyton communities described above are able to thrive 
in a low nutrient environment.   
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 Nutrient data from the City of West Palm Beach shows Grassy Waters to have 
similar levels of phosphate to the urban canal environment, but less than the agricultural 
canal environment.  These raised levels of phosphate are measured on the southern portion 
of Grassy Waters which is run through by the M canal and not the sites directly studied.  
Further studies should be conducted to see if these phosphate levels are similar to 
phosphate levels in the northern section of the preserve.  
 SourceTracker analysis was run in R Studio to determine if Grassy Waters is 
receiving influence from the agriculture area to the west of the site.  No influence was 
found in Grassy Waters from agriculture except for the lake site (GW8) (Figure 16).  The 
influence seen at GW8 may be due to the similar depth profile when comparing to the 
studied canal system, as well as the reduced seasonality that the lake faces (no loss of 
water). This lake was formed by human digging and hence is more comparable to the canal 
system then the rest of the wetlands section of the preserve.  The lake site also lacks the 
periphyton mats that cover the ecosystem of all other sampled sites.  Therefore, it is 
possible that the runoff that does make it into the preserve system is being removed as 
uptake by the periphyton mats. Due to the lack of influence seen in the analysis, it is likely 
that this rain-fed ecosystem is semi-isolated from the surrounding ecosystems (Figure 16).  
This isolation confirms the use of Grassy Waters as a natural site for use in comparison 
with the urban and agricultural environments.  However, stating that Grassy Waters is a 
completely closed system free of anthropogenic influence would be false.  This is 
exemplified by GW8 where agricultural influence is shown.   
 Grassy Waters also showed a high diversity of habitats (Figure 7).  When looking 
at the Bray Curtis dissimilarities, samples in Grassy Waters are more different from one 
another than the agriculture and urban sites despite being only hundreds of meters away 
compared to the kilometers between the urban and agriculture sites.  The large diversity 
seen in the microbiomes at Grassy Waters is explained by two factors. First, the high 
seasonality of Grassy Waters means that samples from the wet season at the same location 
will different from the dry season.  Second, the canal sites also all share one main water 
source and travel downstream to the next site. so even over large distances they are 
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connected with one another (Figure 15).   This high diversity seen at Grassy Waters helps 
maintain a healthy ecosystem and hence should be preserved (Isbell et al., 2011).  
VI Conclusions 
 Anthropogenic effects were found at all sampling sites, but only minor effects seen 
in the Grassy Waters Preserve at GW8, which was intended to serve as the study’s control 
site.  These influences can be seen in the dominant taxa found for each site type, with 
increases of agriculture-related taxa in the agriculture area and influences of human sewage 
in the urban area. The three environment types tested all showed significant differences in 
microbial composition and diversity (p=0.001).  Contrary to the first hypothesis, canals 
showed more variation via alpha diversity than the control site Grassy Waters.  This 
variation may be due to the stability of the canal environment when comparing with the 
seasonal waters of Grassy Waters.  Grassy Waters was shown to have a temporal variation 
that was possibly caused by variation in water depth at time of sampling, with higher levels 
of microbial diversity being found in the wet season for all sites. There was a greater 
number of fecal-related bacteria (Spirochaetes) and methanotrophs found in the urban 
canals compared to the agricultural and Grassy Waters sites that could be caused by 
anthropogenic factors.  The study found higher amounts of microbial diversity in the wet 
season in the Grassy Waters sites than the urban and agricultural sites, with possibly only 
bacterial communities adapted to low-water environments able to thrive in the dry season.  
Total phosphate was found to have a greater effect (~8%) on community composition than 
that of water temperature and pH (~1%).  Total nitrogen was dropped from this study’s 
model during analysis due to lack of influence on the microbiomes. This is counter to our 
hypothesis that total nitrogen would have a higher significance than temperature and pH, 
which were both found to have an impact (~1%).  Grassy Waters was found to have less 
stability in microbial composition than the other environments tested in this study, possibly 
due to variability brought on by seasonal changes in the preserve that were not accounted 
for at the design of the study.  These communities seem to rebound with the return of water 
in the wet season.  Due to the natural communities and dependence on water depth to keep 
periphyton communities stable it is recommended by this study to keep Grassy Waters 
preserve as a protected area when considering future water management or other projects.    
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Appendix I: Extra figures and Data 
 
Table 3: Water filter samples and their corresponding metadata:  
 
SampleID. SiteTy
pe 
SampleLoc
ation 
Date AirTe
mp 
WaterT
emp 
Rain3d
ays 
Rain1m
onth 
A1.9.14.16 Ag A2 9.14.1
6 
32 28.9 0.5 5.92 
A2.4.20.17 Ag A2 4.20.1
7 
26 23.9 0.05 0.981 
A2.1.25.17 Ag A2 1.25.1
7 
24.4 23.3 0.6 1.346 
A2.7.14.17 Ag A2 7.14.1
7 
26.7 29 2.664 7.208 
A2.6.26.17 Ag A2 6.26.1
7 
34.3 31.3 0.009 18.568 
A2.3.08.17 Ag A2 3.08.1
7 
23 18 0 1.697 
A2.5.19.17 Ag A2 5.19.1
7 
32 27.2 0.177 5.862 
A2.9.20.17 Ag A2 9.20.1
7 
31 28.3 0.125 12.05 
Br124.8.22.
16 
Urban Br124 8.22.1
6 
33 27.2222 0.45 6.326 
Br124.7.14.
17 
Urban Br124 7.14.1
7 
29.3 29.2 1.296 7.114 
Br124.3.08.
17 
Urban Br124 3.08.1
7 
24 19.2 0.1 1.775 
Br124.5.19.
17 
Urban Br124 5.19.1
7 
31 26.2 0.416 8.004 
Br24.4.20.1
7 
Urban
Salt 
Br24 4.20.1
7 
27 25.8 0.1 1.187 
Br24.8.22.1
6 
Urban
Salt 
Br24 8.22.1
6 
33 25.5556 1.32 4.4 
Br24.7.14.1
7 
Urban
Salt 
Br24 7.14.1
7 
28.7 29.8 1.2965 4.199 
Br24.5.19.1
7 
Urban
Salt 
Br24 5.19.1
7 
31 26.4 0.416 4.751 
Br28.8.22.1
6 
Urban Br28 8.22.1
6 
33 26.6667 0.45 8.247 
Br28.7.14.1
7 
Urban Br28 7.14.1
7 
31.5 28.8 1.659 8.645 
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Br28.3.08.1
7 
Urban Br28 3.08.1
7 
24 18.6 0.02 1.853 
Br28.5.19.1
7 
Urban Br28 5.19.1
7 
31 25.6 0.612 6.5 
Br29.4.20.1
7 
Urban Br29 4.20.1
7 
25 25 0.03 0.992 
Br29.12.05.
16 
Urban Br29 12.05.
16 
28.333 24.5 0.02 0.748 
Br29.1.25.1
7 
Urban Br29 1.25.1
7 
28.3 23.3 0.1 1.316 
Br29.7.14.1
7 
Urban Br29 7.14.1
7 
32 29.5 3.234 8.645 
Br29.6.26.1
7 
Urban Br29 6.26.1
7 
31.5 30 0.074 16.397 
Br29.3.08.1
7 
Urban Br29 3.08.1
7 
24 18.3 0 1.853 
Br29.5.19.1
7 
Urban Br29 5.19.1
7 
32 26.1 0.583 6.5 
Br29.9.20.1
7 
Urban Br29 9.20.1
7 
28 28.8 0.017 12.018 
GW1.8.2.1
7 
Contro
l 
GW1 8.2.17 30.3 27.2 1.278 7.126 
GW1A.12.
14.16 
Contro
l 
GW1 12.14.
16 
25.2 22.2 0.08 1.045 
GW1.6.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW1 6.20.1
7 
28.7 28.3 1.039 12.794 
GWFS.3.2
2.17 
Contro
l 
GW1 3.22.1
7 
26.4 21.4 0 2.928 
GW1.11.16
.16 
Contro
l 
GW1 11.16.
16 
22.3 21.1 0 0.608 
GW1.11.21
.17 
Contro
l 
GW1 11.21.
17 
21 19 0.423 7.297 
GW1.10.26
.16 
Contro
l 
GW1 10.26.
16 
24.9 22.5 0 5.712 
GW1.9.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW1 9.20.1
7 
30.7 28.6 0.76 9.487 
GW2.8.2.1
7 
Contro
l 
GW2 8.2.17 29.7 27.5 1.278 7.126 
GW2.12.14
.16 
Contro
l 
GW2 12.14.
16 
25.5 23.3 0.08 1.045 
GW2.1.18.
17 
Contro
l 
GW2 1.18.1
7 
25.1 18.7 0 0.564 
GW2.6.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW2 6.20.1
7 
29.1 28 1.039 12.794 
GW2.3.22.
17 
Contro
l 
GW2 3.22.1
7 
26 20.8 0 2.928 
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GW2A.3.2
2.17 
Contro
l 
GW2 3.22.1
7 
26 20.8 0 2.928 
GW2.11.16
.16.1 
Contro
l 
GW2 11.16.
16 
22.5 20.8 0 0.608 
GW2.11.16
.16.2 
Contro
l 
GW2 11.16.
16 
22.5 20.8 0 0.608 
GW2.11.21
.17 
Contro
l 
GW2 11.21.
17 
21 20 0.423 7.297 
GW2.10.26
.16 
Contro
l 
GW2 10.26.
16 
23.5 23 0 5.712 
GW2.9.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW2 9.20.1
7 
29.1 27.1 0.76 9.487 
GW4.8.2.1
7 
Contro
l 
GW4 8.2.17 30.9 27.5 1.278 7.126 
GW4A.12.
14.16 
Contro
l 
GW4 12.14.
16 
27.6 22.1 0.08 1.045 
GW4.6.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW4 6.20.1
7 
29.7 27.7 1.039 12.794 
GW4.11.16
.16 
Contro
l 
GW4 11.16.
16 
26 20.6 0 0.608 
GW4.11.21
.17 
Contro
l 
GW4 11.21.
17 
22 20.5 0.423 7.297 
GW3.10.26
.16 
Contro
l 
GW4 10.26.
16 
26.7 22.9 0 5.712 
GW4.10.26
.16 
Contro
l 
GW4 10.26.
16 
26.3 22.5 0 5.712 
GW4A.10.
26.16 
Contro
l 
GW4 10.26.
16 
26.7 22.9 0 5.712 
GW4.9.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW4 9.20.1
7 
31.2 28.7 0.76 9.487 
GW5.8.2.1
7 
Contro
l 
GW5 8.2.17 30.5 27.5 1.278 7.126 
GW5.12.14
.16 
Contro
l 
GW5 12.14.
16 
33 23.9 0.08 1.045 
GW5.6.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW5 6.20.1
7 
31.5 27.8 1.039 12.794 
GW5.11.16
.16 
Contro
l 
GW5 11.16.
16 
26 20.6 0 0.608 
GW5.11.21
.17 
Contro
l 
GW5 11.21.
17 
23.4 21 0.423 7.297 
GW5.10.26
.16 
Contro
l 
GW5 10.26.
16 
27.2 22.7 0 5.712 
GW5.9.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW5 9.20.1
7 
32 29.4 0.76 9.487 
GW6.8.2.1
7 
Contro
l 
GW6 8.2.17 28.3 27.4 1.278 7.126 
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GW6.12.14
.16 
Contro
l 
GW6 12.14.
16 
28 23.3 0.08 1.045 
GW6.6.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW6 6.20.1
7 
31 27.6 1.039 12.794 
GW6.11.16
.16 
Contro
l 
GW6 11.16.
16 
26.5 21 0 0.608 
GW6.11.21
.17 
Contro
l 
GW6 11.21.
17 
22.8 20.7 0.423 7.297 
GW6.10.26
.16 
Contro
l 
GW6 10.26.
16 
26.2 22.3 0 5.712 
GW6A.10.
26.16 
Contro
l 
GW6 10.26.
16 
27.2 22.7 0 5.712 
GW6.9.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW6 9.20.1
7 
31.6 29.2 0.76 9.487 
GW7.8.2.1
7 
Contro
l 
GW7 8.2.17 30.1 27.5 1.278 7.126 
GW7.12.14
.16 
Contro
l 
GW7 12.14.
16 
29.9 23.1 0.08 1.045 
GW7.1.18.
17 
Contro
l 
GW7 1.18.1
7 
26.8 19.5 0 0.564 
GW7.6.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW7 6.20.1
7 
32 28.1 1.039 12.794 
GW7.11.16
.16 
Contro
l 
GW7 11.16.
16 
25.1 20.3 0 0.608 
GW7.11.21
.17 
Contro
l 
GW7 11.21.
17 
24 21.6 0.423 7.297 
GW7.10.26
.16 
Contro
l 
GW7 10.26.
16 
26.1 23.7 0 5.712 
GW7.9.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW7 9.20.1
7 
31.4 29.1 0.76 9.487 
GW8.8.2.1
7 
Contro
l 
GW8 8.2.17 30.2 27.2 1.278 7.126 
GW8.12.14
.16 
Contro
l 
GW8 12.14.
16 
31 23.7 0.08 1.045 
GW8.1.18.
17 
Contro
l 
GW8 1.18.1
7 
26.3 21.3 0 0.564 
GW8.6.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW8 6.20.1
7 
31.2 28.2 1.039 12.794 
GW8.3.22.
17 
Contro
l 
GW8 3.22.1
7 
26 21.3 0 2.928 
GW8.11.16
.16 
Contro
l 
GW8 11.16.
16 
25.8 22.5 0 0.608 
GW8.11.21
.17 
Contro
l 
GW8 11.21.
17 
24.1 21.6 0.423 7.297 
GW8.9.20.
17 
Contro
l 
GW8 9.20.1
7 
31.8 29.1 0.76 9.487 
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*Rain3day: NOAA rain data collected for rainfall 72 hours prior to the sampling time 
*Rain1month: NOAA rain data collected for rainfall 30 days prior to the sampling time 
Table 4: Water filter samples and their corresponding metadata (continued) 
SampleID. Month Latitude Longitude TP DO TEMP 
Br24.7.14.17 July 26.059356 -80.143438 0.004 4.3 30.3 
Br24.5.19.17 May 26.059356 -80.143438 0.004 5.45 27.3 
Br28.7.14.17 July 26.063985 -80.312480 0.004 0.75 27.5 
Br28.5.19.17 May 26.063985 -80.312480 0.004 7.11 27.7 
Br29.5.19.17 May 26.061206 -80.427581 0.0047 4.38 26.8 
Br124.5.19.17 May 26.065908 -80.217120 0.005 5.5 26.5 
Br124.7.14.17 July 26.065908 -80.217120 0.006 1.27 29.1 
Br28.3.08.17 Mar 26.063985 -80.312480 0.007 6.81 21.84 
Br29.12.05.16 Dec 26.061206 -80.427581 0.009 1.29 24.7 
Br29.1.25.17 Jan 26.061206 -80.427581 0.009 3.68 23.2 
GW2.1.18.17 Jan 26.822462 -80.187970 0.01 6.33 20.9 
GW7.1.18.17 Jan 26.811681 -80.182349 0.01 6.33 20.9 
GW8.1.18.17 Jan 26.813959 -80.180371 0.01 6.33 20.9 
Br29.3.08.17 Mar 26.061206 -80.427581 0.011 3.1 23.35 
Br24.4.20.17 April 26.059356 -80.143438 0.0119 5.76 22.07 
Br29.4.20.17 April 26.061206 -80.427581 0.012 0.16 24.7 
Br29.7.14.17 July 26.061206 -80.427581 0.012 3.27 28.6 
Br29.6.26.17 June 26.061206 -80.427581 0.012 3.58 28.3 
Br29.9.20.17 Sept 26.061206 -80.427581 0.013 2.47 27.9 
GW1.9.20.17 Sept 26.823604 -80.179669 0.013 1.35 28.3 
GW2.9.20.17 Sept 26.822462 -80.187970 0.013 1.35 28.3 
GW4.9.20.17 Sept 26.825278 -80.195000 0.013 1.35 28.3 
GW5.9.20.17 Sept 26.815417 -80.187001 0.013 1.35 28.3 
GW6.9.20.17 Sept 26.812542 -80.193310 0.013 1.35 28.3 
GW7.9.20.17 Sept 26.811681 -80.182349 0.013 1.35 28.3 
GW8.9.20.17 Sept 26.813959 -80.180371 0.013 1.35 28.3 
GW1A.12.14.16 Dec 26.823604 -80.179669 0.014 5.32 22.6 
GW2.12.14.16 Dec 26.822462 -80.187970 0.014 5.32 22.6 
GW4A.12.14.16 Dec 26.825278 -80.195000 0.014 5.32 22.6 
GW5.12.14.16 Dec 26.815417 -80.187001 0.014 5.32 22.6 
GW6.12.14.16 Dec 26.812542 -80.193310 0.014 5.32 22.6 
GW7.12.14.16 Dec 26.811681 -80.182349 0.014 5.32 22.6 
GW8.12.14.16 Dec 26.813959 -80.180371 0.014 5.32 22.6 
GW1.6.20.17 June 26.823604 -80.179669 0.015 0.72 27.9 
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GWFS.3.22.17 Mar 26.823604 -80.179669 0.015 5.58 21.7 
GW2.6.20.17 June 26.822462 -80.187970 0.015 0.72 27.9 
GW2.3.22.17 Mar 26.822462 -80.187970 0.015 5.58 21.7 
GW2A.3.22.17 Mar 26.822462 -80.187970 0.015 5.58 21.7 
GW4.6.20.17 June 26.825278 -80.195000 0.015 0.72 27.9 
GW5.6.20.17 June 26.815417 -80.187001 0.015 0.72 27.9 
GW6.6.20.17 June 26.812542 -80.193310 0.015 0.72 27.9 
GW7.6.20.17 June 26.811681 -80.182349 0.015 0.72 27.9 
GW8.6.20.17 June 26.813959 -80.180371 0.015 0.72 27.9 
GW8.3.22.17 Mar 26.813959 -80.180371 0.015 5.58 21.7 
GW1.8.2.17 Aug 26.823604 -80.179669 0.016 4.17 27.4 
GW2.8.2.17 Aug 26.822462 -80.187970 0.016 4.17 27.4 
GW4.8.2.17 Aug 26.825278 -80.195000 0.016 4.17 27.4 
GW5.8.2.17 Aug 26.815417 -80.187001 0.016 4.17 27.4 
GW6.8.2.17 Aug 26.812542 -80.193310 0.016 4.17 27.4 
GW7.8.2.17 Aug 26.811681 -80.182349 0.016 4.17 27.4 
GW8.8.2.17 Aug 26.813959 -80.180371 0.016 4.17 27.4 
GW1.10.26.16 Oct 26.823604 -80.179669 0.017 4.92 22.7 
GW2.10.26.16 Oct 26.822462 -80.187970 0.017 4.92 22.7 
GW3.10.26.16 Oct 26.825278 -80.195000 0.017 4.92 22.7 
GW4.10.26.16 Oct 26.825278 -80.195000 0.017 4.92 22.7 
GW4A.10.26.16 Oct 26.825278 -80.195000 0.017 4.92 22.7 
GW5.10.26.16 Oct 26.815417 -80.187001 0.017 4.92 22.7 
GW6.10.26.16 Oct 26.812542 -80.193310 0.017 4.92 22.7 
GW6A.10.26.16 Oct 26.812542 -80.193310 0.017 4.92 22.7 
GW7.10.26.16 Oct 26.811681 -80.182349 0.017 4.92 22.7 
Br124.8.22.16 Aug 26.065908 -80.217120 0.022 1.36 30.2 
GW1.11.16.16 Nov 26.823604 -80.179669 0.022 5 20.9 
GW2.11.16.16.1 Nov 26.822462 -80.187970 0.022 5 20.9 
GW2.11.16.16.2 Nov 26.822462 -80.187970 0.022 5 20.9 
GW4.11.16.16 Nov 26.825278 -80.195000 0.022 5 20.9 
GW5.11.16.16 Nov 26.815417 -80.187001 0.022 5 20.9 
GW6.11.16.16 Nov 26.812542 -80.193310 0.022 5 20.9 
GW7.11.16.16 Nov 26.811681 -80.182349 0.022 5 20.9 
GW8.11.16.16 Nov 26.813959 -80.180371 0.022 5 20.9 
Br124.3.08.17 Mar 26.065908 -80.217120 0.024 6.47 21.41 
A2.7.14.17 July 26.428440 -80.609249 0.038 3.39 31.1 
Br28.8.22.16 Aug 26.063985 -80.312480 0.044 1.73 30.1 
A2.6.26.17 June 26.428440 -80.609249 0.053 2.75 32.5 
A2.3.08.17 Mar 26.428440 -80.609249 0.066 6.15 22.2 
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A2.5.19.17 May 26.428440 -80.609249 0.083 4.37 28.1 
A2.1.25.17 Jan 26.428440 -80.609249 0.085 6.98 21 
GW1.11.21.17 Nov 26.823604 -80.179669 0.085 4.81 23 
GW2.11.21.17 Nov 26.822462 -80.187970 0.085 4.81 23 
GW4.11.21.17 Nov 26.825278 -80.195000 0.085 4.81 23 
GW5.11.21.17 Nov 26.815417 -80.187001 0.085 4.81 23 
GW6.11.21.17 Nov 26.812542 -80.193310 0.085 4.81 23 
GW7.11.21.17 Nov 26.811681 -80.182349 0.085 4.81 23 
GW8.11.21.17 Nov 26.813959 -80.180371 0.085 4.81 23 
A2.4.20.17 April 26.428440 -80.609249 0.095 6.33 24.4 
Br24.8.22.16 Aug 26.059356 -80.143438 0.102 4.33 31.4 
A2.9.14.16 Sept 26.428440 -80.609249 0.129 3.16 29.7 
A2.9.20.17 Sept 26.428440 -80.609249 0.206 1.9 29.7 
*TP: Total Phosphate  
*DO: Dissolved Oxygen  
*TEMP: temperature in degrees celcious  
 
 
Table 5: Water filter samples and their corresponding metadata (continued) 
SampleID. CONDUCTIVITY pH TN AMMONIA TSS 
A1.9.14.16 1387 7.5 3.47 0.817 5 
A2.4.20.17 420 7.7 1.2 0.036 4 
A2.1.25.17 423 7.7 1.28 0.044 4 
A2.7.14.17 869 7.3 2.17 0.105 4 
A2.6.26.17 590 7.2 1.7 0.017 4 
A2.3.08.17 411 7.7 1.03 0.023 5 
A2.5.19.17 507 7.6 1.4 0.052 6 
A2.9.20.17 698 7.1 2.78 0.065 4 
Br124.8.22.16 680 7.05 1.36 0.27 3 
Br124.7.14.17 702 7.47 0.83 0.2884 3 
Br124.3.08.17 676 7.57 0.565 0.0504 3 
Br124.5.19.17 606 7.39 0.77 0.125 3 
Br24.4.20.17 46187 7.67 0.066 0.0856 3 
Br24.8.22.16 36500 7.46 1.06 0.06 3 
Br24.7.14.17 38622 7.63 1.02 0.073 3 
Br24.5.19.17 38662 7.66 0.09 0.075 3 
Br28.8.22.16 702 7.91 1.46 0.335 3 
Br28.7.14.17 750 7.3 0.88 0.445 3 
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Br28.3.08.17 718 8.56 0.153 0.2304 3 
Br28.5.19.17 643 8.11 0.34 0.036 3 
Br29.4.20.17 778 7 1.68 0.002 3 
Br29.12.05.16 750 7.3 0.02 0.005 3 
Br29.1.25.17 772 7.5 1.65 0.002 3 
Br29.7.14.17 763 7.43 1.26 0.2384 3 
Br29.6.26.17 723 7.3 1.6 0.002 3 
Br29.3.08.17 814 7.44 0.017 0.0856 3 
Br29.5.19.17 709 7.52 1.53 0.2471 3 
Br29.9.20.17 675 7.3 1.6 0.002 3 
GW1.8.2.17 290 7 1.04 0.21 2 
GW1A.12.14.16 170 7.1 0.965 0.1 2 
GW1.6.20.17 136 6.6 0.95 0.1 2 
GWFS.3.22.17 407 7.4 0.895 0.1 2 
GW1.11.16.16 165 6.61 1.18 0.1 2 
GW1.11.21.17 162 6.6 0.611 0.13 2 
GW1.10.26.16 190 7.2 0.98 0.1 2 
GW1.9.20.17 249 6.5 0.38 0.1 2 
GW2.8.2.17 290 7 1.04 0.21 2 
GW2.12.14.16 170 7.1 0.965 0.1 2 
GW2.1.18.17 162 7.8 0.93 0.1 2 
GW2.6.20.17 136 6.6 0.95 0.1 2 
GW2.3.22.17 407 7.4 0.895 0.1 2 
GW2A.3.22.17 407 7.4 0.895 0.1 2 
GW2.11.16.16.1 165 6.61 1.18 0.1 2 
GW2.11.16.16.2 165 6.61 1.18 0.1 2 
GW2.11.21.17 162 6.6 0.611 0.13 2 
GW2.10.26.16 190 7.2 0.98 0.1 2 
GW2.9.20.17 249 6.5 0.38 0.1 2 
GW4.8.2.17 290 7 1.04 0.21 2 
GW4A.12.14.16 170 7.1 0.965 0.1 2 
GW4.6.20.17 136 6.6 0.95 0.1 2 
GW4.11.16.16 165 6.61 1.18 0.1 2 
GW4.11.21.17 162 6.6 0.611 0.13 2 
GW3.10.26.16 190 7.2 0.98 0.1 2 
GW4.10.26.16 190 7.2 0.98 0.1 2 
GW4A.10.26.16 190 7.2 0.98 0.1 2 
GW4.9.20.17 249 6.5 0.38 0.1 2 
GW5.8.2.17 290 7 1.04 0.21 2 
GW5.12.14.16 170 7.1 0.965 0.1 2 
GW5.6.20.17 136 6.6 0.95 0.1 2 
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GW5.11.16.16 165 6.61 1.18 0.1 2 
GW5.11.21.17 162 6.6 0.611 0.13 2 
GW5.10.26.16 190 7.2 0.98 0.1 2 
GW5.9.20.17 249 6.5 0.38 0.1 2 
GW6.8.2.17 290 7 1.04 0.21 2 
GW6.12.14.16 170 7.1 0.965 0.1 2 
GW6.6.20.17 136 6.6 0.95 0.1 2 
GW6.11.16.16 165 6.61 1.18 0.1 2 
GW6.11.21.17 162 6.6 0.611 0.13 2 
GW6.10.26.16 190 7.2 0.98 0.1 2 
GW6A.10.26.16 190 7.2 0.98 0.1 2 
GW6.9.20.17 249 6.5 0.38 0.1 2 
GW7.8.2.17 290 7 1.04 0.21 2 
GW7.12.14.16 170 7.1 0.965 0.1 2 
GW7.1.18.17 162 7.8 0.93 0.1 2 
GW7.6.20.17 136 6.6 0.95 0.1 2 
GW7.11.16.16 165 6.61 1.18 0.1 2 
GW7.11.21.17 162 6.6 0.611 0.13 2 
GW7.10.26.16 190 7.2 0.98 0.1 2 
GW7.9.20.17 249 6.5 0.38 0.1 2 
GW8.8.2.17 290 7 1.04 0.21 2 
GW8.12.14.16 170 7.1 0.965 0.1 2 
GW8.1.18.17 162 7.8 0.93 0.1 2 
GW8.6.20.17 136 6.6 0.95 0.1 2 
GW8.3.22.17 407 7.4 0.895 0.1 2 
GW8.11.16.16 165 6.61 1.18 0.1 2 
GW8.11.21.17 162 6.6 0.611 0.13 2 
GW8.9.20.17 249 6.5 0.38 0.1 2 
 
*TN: Total Nitrogen  
*TSS: Total suspended solids  
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Table 6: Testing Methods  
Test  Method  
Amonnia  EPA350.1 
Dissolved Oxygen SM 4500-O 
G 
Total Phosphate  SM4500PF              
Conductivity SM2510B 
Total Nitrogen SM4500NC              
Total Suspended 
Solids 
SM2540D 
pH SM4500H+B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17: MDS/PCoA on weighted-Unifrac distance, done with Phyloseq in R Studio.  Colored 
based on Site Type.   
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Table 7: CCA Outputs  
R2.adjusted 
<All variables>  0.251029134 
+ CONDUCTIVITY   0.077696298 
+ Month          0.075817328 
+ Latitude       0.065312411 
+ TSS            0.059847784 
+ Longitude      0.049950139 
+ pH             0.039255426 
+ TEMP           0.018053525 
+ TN             0.011640333 
+ DO             0.011177773 
+ TP             0.010956432 
+ Rain1month     0.010557274 
+ WaterTemp      0.010346205 
+ AirTemp        0.008050217 
+ Rain3days      0.004389595 
<none>           0.000000000 
+ AMMONIA       -
0.002409056  
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Figure 18: Map of canal system in South Florida,. Provided by SFWMD 2018.  Studied sections 
are boxed in grey.  Red is M canal passing through grassy waters and black is Griffin road canal. 
https://apps.sfwmd.gov/WAB/EnvironmentalMonitoring/index.html  
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Appendix II: Source Code for R Studio 
Vegan Package: 
#start with loading data 
dat <- read.table(file= "feature-table_Rfix.txt", header = TRUE,sep ="\t", row.names = 1) 
#look at imported file  
View(dat) 
#transpose the data to rows  
t.dat <- as.data.frame(t(dat)) 
##view first rows  
t.dat[1:5,1:5] 
dat <-t.dat 
#import the metadata and view  
metadata <- read.table(file= "cd_metadata_water_chem_test.txt", header=T,sep = "\t", 
row.names=1) 
#view to check  
View(metadata) 
#now we need to make it so we only have the data for the specific rows we are looking at  
common.rownames <- intersect(rownames(dat),rownames(metadata)) 
dat <- dat[common.rownames,] 
metadata <- metadata[common.rownames,] 
all.equal(rownames(dat),rownames(metadata)) 
#reduce noise (get rid of sigle and doubletons) 
otu.abund<-which(colSums(dat)>2) 
dat.dom<-dat[,otu.abund] 
#reduce otus that occur in small amount of samples 
library(vegan) 
library(base) 
dat.pa<-decostand(dat.dom, method ="pa") 
dat.otus.05per<-which(colSums(dat.pa) > (0.05*nrow(dat.pa))) 
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dat.05per<-dat.dom[,dat.otus.05per] 
#transform data for relative abundance  
dat.ra<-decostand(dat.05per, method = "total") 
#print to excell sheet for kronos if using  
dat.rat <- as.data.frame(t(dat.ra)) 
View(dat.rat) 
write.table(dat.rat, file = "Water_Kronos", sep="\t",row.names = T)  
# look at bray curtis dissimilarity  
dat.bc.dist<-vegdist(dat.ra, method = "bray") 
#adonis  
adonis(dat.bc.dist~SiteType*SPCONDUCTIVITYFIELD, data = metadata) 
#run a pcoa for adonis results  
dat.betadisp<-betadisper(dat.bc.dist,metadata$SiteType) 
boxplot(dat.betadisp) 
plot(dat.betadisp) ##(use this plot for slides) 
 
#run pairwise adonis  
library(RVAideMemoire) 
pairwise.perm.manova(dat.bc.dist,metadata$SiteType) 
#simper  
dat.simp<-simper(dat.ra, metadata$SiteType, permutations = 999)##change to 999 after 
intial run  
sink("Simper_by_siteTYPE.csv") 
summary(dat.simp) 
sink() 
##look at the file and you can see what otus are causeing the difference between the sites, 
look up the otu and see if that is interesting  
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##CCA time  
set.seed(42);env.cca<-
cca(dat.ra~Rain3days+Rain1month+PHOSPHATETOTALASP+TEMP+DISSOLVEDO
XYGEN+SPCONDUCTIVITYFIELD+PHFIELD+TOTALNITROGEN+AMMONIA.N, 
data =metadata) 
#+SODIUM+POTASSIUM+CALCIUM+MAGNESIUM+CHLORIDE+SULFATE+ 
env.cca 
vif.cca(env.cca) 
#make sure they add up to more than ten or you may need to remove if its over 20 def 
remove 
#step 2, zero variables 
set.seed(42);lwr<- cca(dat.ra~1, data=metadata) 
lwr 
#forward selecting model  
set.seed(42);mods.all<- ordiR2step(lwr, scope = formula(env.cca)) 
mods.all 
vif.cca(mods.all) 
 
R2.adj.all<-RsquareAdj(mods.all) 
R2.adj.all 
 
mods.all$anova 
#repeat this for different sites to see if the variance is different for each site (to do this 
just change the metadata file) 
 
## try ploting this  
cca.p <- plot(mods.all,type = "none") 
points(cca.p, "sites", col= as.numeric(metadata$SiteType), pch = 
as.numeric(metadata$SiteType)) 
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ef.all<- 
envfit(cca.p,metadata[,c("SPCONDUCTIVITYFIELD","TEMP","PHOSPHATETOTAL
ASP","Rain1month","DISSOLVEDOXYGEN")]) 
plot(ef.all) 
 
legend("topright",legend = as.character(paste(" ", unique(metadata$SiteType))), pch= 
as.numeric(unique(metadata$SiteType))) 
 
ordiellipse(cca.p, metadata$SiteType, label = T, conf = 0.95) 
 
#looking into ndms chart  
set.seed(42) 
comm.bc.mds<-metaMDS(dat.ra, distance="bray") 
mds.fig<-ordiplot(comm.bc.mds, display="sites") 
ordiellipse(mds.fig, metadata$SiteType, label = T, conf = 0.95) 
#Adding environmental and trait data to ordinations 
plot(envfit(comm.bc.mds, metadata[,c(5:8)])) 
##this is how you can adjust the x and y axis  
mds.fig<-ordiplot(comm.bc.mds, display="sites", xlim=c(-2,3), ylim = c(-2,3))  #### 
adjust xlim and ylim 
##adjust colors 
points(mds.fig,"sites", pch = 15, col = "black", select = metadata$SiteType == "Ag") 
points(mds.fig,"sites", pch = 16, col = "red", select = metadata$SiteType == "Urban") 
points(mds.fig,"sites", pch = 17, col = "green3", select = metadata$SiteType == 
"Control") 
points(mds.fig,"sites", pch = 17, col = "blue", select = metadata$SiteType == 
"UrbanSalt") 
#legend 
legend("topright",legend=as.character(paste(" ",unique(metadata$SiteType))), cex = 
0.99,pch=19,col=1:length(unique(metadata$SiteType))) 
ordiellipse(mds.fig, metadata$SiteType, label = F, conf = 0.95, lty = 2) 
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palette() 
 
##Tukey Test 
comm.bc.dist<-vegdist(dat, method = "bray") 
comp.variation<-betadisper(comm.bc.dist, metadata$SiteType) 
TukeyHSD(comp.variation) 
## 
comp.variation2<-betadisper(comm.bc.dist, metadata$Date)  
boxplot(comp.variation2) 
## 
comm<- decostand(dat,method = "total") 
diversity<- diversity(comm,index="invsimpson") 
diversity 
div.table <- as.data.frame(diversity)           
cor.table <- cbind(metadata,div.table) 
plot(diversity~metadata$SiteType) 
sit.aov <- aov(diversity~metadata$SiteType) 
summary(sit.aov) 
TukeyHSD(sit.aov) 
 
Phyloseq Package:  
#PHYLOSEQ  
#load packages  
library(phyloseq) 
library(ggplot2) 
#set default theme for graphics  
theme_set(theme_bw()) 
##DO if need to merge file 
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##read outtable take two  
otu <- read.table(file= "feature-table_Rfix.txt", header=TRUE, sep ="\t") 
head(otu[1:5,1:5]) 
##read in taxonomy  
tax <- read.table(file = "taxonomy_R.txt", sep = "\t", header=TRUE) 
head(tax) 
#merge the files  
merged_file <- merge(otu,tax, by.x= c("OTUID"),by.y = c("OTUID")) 
head(merged_file[1:5,1:5]) 
head(merged_file) 
 
#NO merged files 
##load libraier  
library(ggplot2) 
library(phyloseq) 
library(ape) 
###now to import to phyloseq 
#read in otu table  
otu_table=read.table(file= "feature-table_Rfix.txt", header=TRUE, sep ="\t", row.names 
= 1) 
otu_table=as.matrix(otu_table) 
 
##read in taxonomy  
#make sure these are seperated columns for kpcofgs 
taxonomy=read.table(file = "taxonomy_R_sep.txt", sep = "\t", header = T, row.names = 
1) 
head(taxonomy) 
taxonomy=as.matrix(taxonomy) 
##add metadata 
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metadata=read.table("cd_metadata_water_d2.txt", header=T, sep = "\t", row.names = 1) 
##load tree 
phy_tree=read_tree("tree-unrooted.nwk") 
##import as phyloseq objects 
OTU= otu_table(otu_table,taxa_are_rows=TRUE) 
TAX=tax_table(taxonomy) 
META=sample_data(metadata) 
 
##check that you OTU names are consistent across objects  
taxa_names(TAX) 
taxa_names(OTU) 
taxa_names(phy_tree) 
 
##merge into one phyloseq object 
physeq = phyloseq(OTU,TAX,META,phy_tree) 
physeq 
##check rank names of taxonomy 
rank_names(physeq) 
##now continue analysis in phyloseq 
## check reads of samples 
sample_sums(physeq)[1:10] 
## basic stats for read of samples 
mean(sample_sums(physeq)) 
min(sample_sums(physeq)) 
max(sample_sums(physeq)) 
sd(sample_sums(physeq)) 
 
##prune taxa from the OTU table that are in zero samples (these are in other samples on 
the run) 
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merge=prune_taxa(taxa_sums(physeq)>0,physeq) 
merge 
 
##create for taxa above RA of 1%  
merge99 = transform_sample_counts(merge, function(x){x/sum(x)}) 
otu_table(merge99)[otu_table(merge99)<.01] <- 0  
merge99 = prune_taxa(taxa_sums(merge99)>0,merge99) 
merge99 = transform_sample_counts(merge99, function(x){x*100}) 
otu_table(merge99) = floor(otu_table(merge99)) 
merge99 
 
 
#create a normalized data set for lowest reads  
# Normalize to 24381 reads per sample (proportions) rounding down 
mnorm = transform_sample_counts(physeq, function(x) {24381*x/sum(x)}) 
otu_table(mnorm) = floor(otu_table(mnorm))  
mnorm = prune_taxa(taxa_sums(mnorm)>0,mnorm) 
mnorm 
 
##look at the rank abundance plots for the top 100 OTUs 
sampleprop = transform_sample_counts(physeq, function(x) {x/sum(x)}) 
barplot(sort(taxa_sums(sampleprop),TRUE)[1:100]/nsamples(sampleprop),las=2,names.a
rg="",cex.axis=.7) 
 
##Alpha diversity  
plot_richness(merge, color = "SampleLocation") 
plot_richness(merge, color = "SiteType") 
 
plot_richness(merge, x="SiteType", color = "SiteType") 
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plot_richness(merge, x="SiteType", color = "SampleLocation") 
 
plot_richness(merge, x= "SampleLocation", color = "SampleLocation") 
plot_richness(merge, x= "SampleLocation", color = "SiteType") 
 
##obersved vs choa1 
p = plot_richness(merge, x="SampleLocation", color = "SiteType", measures = 
c("Observed","Chao1")) 
p + geom_boxplot(data = p$data, aes(x=SampleLocation, y=value, color=NULL, 
fill=NULL ),apha=0.1)##+ geom_point(size =3, alpha=0.7) 
 
 
q = plot_richness(merge, x="SampleLocation", color = "SiteType", measures = 
c("Shannon","InvSimpson")) 
q + geom_boxplot(data = q$data, aes(x=SampleLocation, y=value, color=NULL, 
fill=NULL ),apha=0.1) ##+ geom_point(size =3, alpha=0.7) 
 
 
##NDMS Charts 
library(ggplot2) 
library(plyr) 
#set theme 
theme_set(theme_bw()) 
##prune 
GP = merge 
wh0 = genefilter_sample(GP, filterfun_sample(function(x) x > 5), A=0.5*nsamples(GP)) 
GP1 = prune_taxa(wh0, GP) 
##transform 
GP1 = transform_sample_counts(GP1, function(x) 1E6 * x/sum(x)) 
##keep only the most abundant phyla 
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phylum.sum = tapply(taxa_sums(GP1), tax_table(GP1)[, "Phylum"], sum, na.rm=TRUE) 
top20phyla = names(sort(phylum.sum, TRUE))[1:20] 
GP1 = prune_taxa((tax_table(GP1)[, "Phylum"] %in% top20phyla), GP1) 
GP1 
#look at plots 
GP.ord <- ordinate(GP1, "NMDS", "bray") 
p1 = plot_ordination(GP1, GP.ord, type="taxa", color="Phylum", title="taxa") 
print(p1) 
#justsamples 
p2 = plot_ordination(GP1, GP.ord, type="samples", color="SiteType", 
shape="SiteType")  
p2 + geom_polygon(aes(fill=SiteType)) + geom_point(size=5) + ggtitle("samples") 
#biplot graphic 
p3 = plot_ordination(GP1, GP.ord, type="biplot", color="SiteType", shape="Phylum", 
title="biplot") 
# Some stuff to modify the automatic shape scale 
GP1.shape.names = get_taxa_unique(GP1, "Phylum") 
GP1.shape <- 15:(15 + length(GP1.shape.names) - 1) 
names(GP1.shape) <- GP1.shape.names 
GP1.shape["samples"] <- 16 
p3 + scale_shape_manual(values=GP1.shape) 
p4 = plot_ordination(GP1, GP.ord, type="split", color="Phylum", shape="SiteType", 
label="SiteType", title="split")  
p4 
 
## 
ordu = ordinate(GP1, "PCoA", "unifrac", weighted=TRUE) 
plot_ordination(GP1, ordu, color="SiteType", shape="SiteType") 
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p = plot_ordination(GP1, ordu, color="SiteType", shape="SiteType", 
label="SampleLocation") 
p = p + geom_point(size=7, alpha=0.75) 
p = p + scale_colour_brewer(type="qual", palette="Set1") 
p + ggtitle("MDS/PCoA on weighted-UniFrac distance, GlobalPatterns") 
 
 
 
##looking at rare taxa  
library(RColorBrewer) 
# Calculate average abundance of OTU  
otu.abun = apply(otu_table(mnorm),1,mean) 
# Calculate the frequency of each OTU across all samples 
otu.freq = rowSums(otu_table(mnorm) != 0)/137 
# Reassign names of phyla so we only color by the top 5 phyla and mark all others as 
"other " 
phyla = as.vector(data.frame(tax_table(mnorm))$Phylum) 
levels(phyla) = c(levels(phyla),"other")  
keephyla = 
c("Actinobacteria","Bacteroidetes","Firmicutes","Proteobacteria","Tenericutes")  
phyla[!(phyla %in% keephyla)] = "Other" 
phyla = as.vector(phyla)  
phyla=as.factor(phyla) 
otuabun = data.frame(abundance=log(otu.abun),frequency=otu.freq,phyla) 
# Use color brewer to pick a color scheme for the phyla  
brew = brewer.pal(6, "Set1") 
# Create a scatterplot of OTUs showing their average relative abundance and frequency 
ggplot(otuabun, aes(x=abundance,y=frequency,color=phyla)) + geom_point(size=3) + 
xlab("Average relative abundance (log scale)") + ylab("frequency in sample") + 
scale_colour_brewer(palette="Set2") 
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##looking at alpha diversity  
# Initialize matrices to store richness and evenness estimates 
richness = matrix(nrow=137,ncol=100) 
row.names(richness) <- sample_names(physeq) 
evenness = matrix(nrow=137,ncol=100) 
row.names(evenness) <- sample_names(physeq) 
 
# It is always important to set a seed when you subsample so your result is replicable  
set.seed(3) 
# For 100 replications, rarefy the OTU table to 1000 reads and store the richness and 
evenn es estimates. The default for the rarefy_even_depth command is to pick with 
replacement so I set it to false. Picking without replacement is more computationally 
intensive  
for (i in 1:100) { 
  r=rarefy_even_depth(physeq,sample.size=1000,verbose=FALSE,replace = FALSE) 
  rich= as.numeric(as.matrix(estimate_richness(r,measures="Observed")))  
  richness[,i]=rich 
  even=as.numeric(as.matrix(estimate_richness(r,measures="Shannon"))) 
  evenness[,i]=even 
} 
# Create a new matrix to hold the means and standard deviations of all the richness 
estimates 
rich.stats = matrix(nrow=137,ncol=2) 
rich.stats[,1] = apply(richness,1,mean)  
rich.stats[,2] = apply(richness,1,sd)  
rich.stats = data.frame(row.names(richness),rich.stats)  
colnames(rich.stats) = c("samples","mean","sd") 
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# Create a new matrix to hold the means and standard deviations of the evenness 
estimates  
even.stats = matrix(nrow=137,ncol=2)  
even.stats[,1] = apply(evenness,1,mean) 
even.stats[,2] = apply(evenness,1,sd) 
even.stats = data.frame(row.names(evenness),even.stats) 
colnames(even.stats) =c("samples","mean","sd") 
 
##create a boxplot  
# A data frame of all sample names and associated butterfly species  
Sp = 
data.frame(X.SampleID=sample_data(physeq)$id,SampleLocation=sample_data(physeq)
$SampleLocation)  
head(Sp) 
# 
# Rename the headers 
colnames(rich.stats)[1] <- "X.SampleID"  
rich.stats2 = merge(rich.stats, Sp,by="X.SampleID") 
# Make a boxplot of community richness 
boxplot(mean~SampleLocation,data=rich.stats2, ylab="Richness (500 
reads)",xlab="",xaxt="n",main="Microbial community richness of butterfly species")  
text(1:33, par('usr')[3]-.25, labels = levels(Sp$SampleLocation), srt = 45, adj = 1.2, xpd = 
TRUE, cex=.9) 
 
 
##calculate alpha diversity based on core microbiome  
coreRichness = (estimate_richness(merge99,measures = "Observed")) 
coreevenness = (estimate_richness(merge99,measures = "Shannon"))                 
#combine data frame  
# Reformat data frames for core and noncore richness so they can be combined  
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coreRich = data.frame(richness = coreRichness$Observed)  
coreRich$type = "core"  
Rich = data.frame(richness = rich.stats$mean) 
Rich$type = "full"  
combinedRich = rbind (Rich,coreRich) 
# Make a histogram of richness estimates colored by type (core or full) 
ggplot(combinedRich,aes(richness,fill=type)) + geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = 
'identity') 
## 
# Reformat data frames for core and noncore evenness so they can be combined  
coreEven = data.frame(evenness = coreevenness$Shannon)  
coreEven$type = "core" 
Even = data.frame(evenness = even.stats$mean)  
Even$type = "full"  
combinedEven = rbind (Even,coreEven) 
# Make a histogram of evenness estimates colored by type (core or full)  
ggplot(combinedEven,aes(evenness,fill=type)) + geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = 
'identity') 
#Now we will do a kruskal-wallis test to look for differences in community alpha 
diversity between sites 
kruskal.test(mean~SampleLocation, data = rich.stats2) 
## 
library(pgirmess)  
kruskalmc(rich.stats2$mean, rich.stats2$SampleLocation) 
kr.out = read.csv("~/Documents/phyloseq/Data/krout")  
head(kr.out) 
 
##heatmap? 
plot_heatmap(physeq) 
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##networking 
set.seed(711L) 
plot_net(merge, maxdist = 0.4, point_label = "SampleLocation") 
## 
plot_net(merge, maxdist = 0.4, color = "SiteType", shape="SiteType", point_label = 
"SampleLocation") 
## 
ig <- make_network(merge, max.dist=0.8) 
plot_network(ig, merge) 
plot_network(ig, merge, color="SampleLocation", shape="SiteType", line_weight=0.8) 
## 
ig <- make_network(merge, dist.fun="bray", max.dist=0.7) 
plot_network(ig, merge, color="SampleLocation", shape="SiteType", line_weight=0.4) 
 
##number of genera per sample 
genfac = factor(tax_table(physeq)[, "Genus"]) 
# Tabulate the counts for each genera in each sample 
gentab = apply(otu_table(physeq), MARGIN = 2, function(x) { 
  tapply(x, INDEX = genfac, FUN = sum, na.rm = TRUE, simplify = TRUE) 
}) 
head(gentab)[, 1:10] 
observationThreshold = 1 
apply(gentab > observationThreshold, 2, sum) 
 
 
##merging objects? 
sample_data(physeq)$test <-get_variable(physeq, "SampleLocation") %in% metadata 
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## 
mergedGP = merge_samples(physeq, "SampleLocation") 
SD = merge_samples(sample_data(physeq), "SampleLocation") 
print(SD[, "SampleLocation"]) 
print(mergedGP) 
sample_names(mergedGP) 
 
ntaxa(phy_tree(mergedGP)) 
 
SourceTracker:  
# This runs SourceTracker on the original "contamination" data set 
# (data included in 'data' folder) 
 
#### Run line 12 before starting - See file "SourceTracker.r" for details of code 
 
# File: SourceTracker.r 
# Author: Dan Knights 
# Contact: danknights@gmail.com 
# License: GPL 
# Copyright: Copyright 2011, Dan Knights 
# Version: 0.9.1 (Beta) 
##### SourceCode 
 
# Function "sourcetracker" 
"sourcetracker" <- function(train, envs, rarefaction_depth=2000){ 
  train <- as.matrix(train) 
   
  # enforce integer data 
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  if(sum(as.integer(train) != as.numeric(train)) > 0){ 
    stop('Data must be integral. Consider using "ceiling(datatable)" or 
ceiling(1000*datatable) to convert floating-point data to integers.') 
  } 
  envs <- factor(envs) 
  train.envs <- sort(unique(levels(envs))) 
   
  # rarefy samples above maxdepth if requested 
  if(!is.null(rarefaction_depth) && rarefaction_depth > 0) train <- rarefy(train, 
rarefaction_depth) 
  if(!is.null(rarefaction_depth) && rarefaction_depth > 0) cat(sprintf('Rarefying training 
data at %d\n',rarefaction_depth)) 
   
  # get source environment counts 
  # sources is nenvs X ntaxa 
  sources <- t(sapply(split(data.frame(train), envs), colSums))  
   
  # add an empty row for "Unknown" 
  sources <- rbind(sources, rep(0,ncol(train))) 
  rownames(sources) <- c(train.envs,"Unknown") 
  colnames(sources) <- colnames(train) 
  sources <- as.matrix(sources) 
   
  ret <- list(sources=sources, train=train, envs=envs) 
  class(ret) <- "sourcetracker" 
   
  return(invisible(ret)) 
} 
# Function "predict.sourcetracker" 
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"predict.sourcetracker" <- function(stobj, test=NULL,  
                                    burnin=100, nrestarts=10, ndraws.per.restart=1, delay=10, 
                                    alpha1=1e-3, alpha2=1e-1, beta=10, rarefaction_depth=2000, 
                                    verbosity=1, full.results=FALSE){ 
   
  if(!is.null(test)){ 
    # if test is numeric, cast as a row matrix 
    if(class(test) == "numeric" || class(test) == "integer"){ 
      test <- matrix(test, nrow=1) 
    } else { 
      test <- as.matrix(test) 
    } 
    if(sum(as.integer(test) != as.numeric(test)) > 0){ 
      stop('Data must be integral. Consider using "ceiling(datatable)" or 
ceiling(1000*datatable) to convert floating-point data to integers.') 
    } 
    sources <- stobj$sources 
    if(verbosity>=1) { 
      cat(rep(' ',nrestarts * ndraws.per.restart+1),sep='') 
      cat(rep(' ',27),sep='') 
      cat(sprintf('%11s',substr(rownames(sources),1,10)),sep='\t'); cat('\n') 
    } 
    T <- ncol(sources) # number of taxa 
    V <- nrow(sources) # number of source envs 
    if(is.null(dim(test))) N <- 1 
    else N <- nrow(test) # number of sink samples 
    samplenames <- rownames(test) 
    draws <- run.gibbs(sources, test, V, T, N, 
                       burnin=burnin, nrestarts=nrestarts,  
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                       ndraws.per.restart=ndraws.per.restart, delay=delay, 
                       alpha1=alpha1, alpha2=alpha2, beta=beta, maxdepth=rarefaction_depth, 
                       verbosity=verbosity, full.results=full.results) 
    if(full.results) { 
      full.draws <- draws$full.draws 
      draws <- draws$draws 
    } 
  } else {  # leave-one-out     
    samplenames <- rownames(stobj$train) 
    envs <- stobj$envs 
     
    T <- ncol(stobj$train) # number of taxa 
    V <- nrow(stobj$sources) # number of source envs 
    N <- nrow(stobj$train) # number of sink samples 
    ndraws <- nrestarts * ndraws.per.restart # total number of draws 
    draws <- array(0,dim=c(ndraws, V, N)) 
    cat(sprintf('ndraws=%d, V=%d, T=%d, N=%d\n',ndraws, V, T, N)) 
    if(full.results){ 
      full.draws <- array(0,dim=c(ndraws, V, T, N)) 
    } 
    for(i in (1:N)){ 
      stobj.i <- sourcetracker(stobj$train[-i,], envs[-i], 
rarefaction_depth=rarefaction_depth) 
      sources <- stobj.i$sources 
      V.i <- nrow(sources) # number of source envs (might be missing one if there's only 
one sample from this env) 
      draws.i <- run.gibbs(sources, stobj$train[i,], V.i, T, 1, 
                           burnin=burnin, nrestarts=nrestarts,  
                           ndraws.per.restart=ndraws.per.restart, delay=delay, 
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                           alpha1=alpha1, alpha2=alpha2, beta=beta, maxdepth=rarefaction_depth, 
                           verbosity=verbosity, printing.index=i, printing.total=N, 
full.results=full.results) 
      if(full.results){ 
        full.draws.i <- draws.i$full.draws 
        draws.i <- draws.i$draws 
      } 
      # if(verbosity >= 1) cat(sprintf('%3d of %d: ',i,N)) 
      # handle case where there are no other samples from this env 
      if(sum(envs[-i] == envs[i])==0){ 
        draws[,-which(rownames(stobj$sources)==envs[i]),i] <- drop(draws.i) 
        if(full.results){ 
          full.draws[,-which(rownames(stobj$sources)==envs[i]),,i] <- drop(full.draws.i) 
        } 
      } else { 
        draws[,,i] <- drop(draws.i) 
        if(full.results){ 
          full.draws[,,,i] <- drop(full.draws.i) 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
   
  proportions <- matrix(nrow=N, ncol=V) 
  proportions_sd <- matrix(nrow=N, ncol=V) 
  for(i in 1:N){ 
    proportions[i,] <- apply(matrix(draws[,,i], ncol=V),2,mean) 
    proportions_sd[i,] <- apply(matrix(draws[,,i], ncol=V),2,sd) 
  } 
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  rownames(proportions) <- samplenames 
  colnames(proportions) <- rownames(stobj$sources) 
  rownames(proportions_sd) <- samplenames 
  colnames(proportions_sd) <- rownames(stobj$sources) 
   
  res <- list(draws=draws, proportions=proportions, 
              proportions_sd=proportions_sd, 
              train.envs=rownames(sources), samplenames=samplenames) 
   
  if(full.results){ 
    res$full.results <- full.draws 
    dimnames(full.draws) <- list( 
      sprintf('draw%05d',1:dim(full.draws)[1]), 
      rownames(sources), 
      colnames(sources), 
      samplenames 
    ) 
  } 
  class(res) <- "sourcetracker.fit" 
  return(invisible(res)) 
} 
# Function "plot.sourcetracker.fit" 
"plot.sourcetracker.fit" <- function(stresult, labels=NULL,  
                                     type=c('pie','bar','dist')[1], gridsize=NULL, env.colors=NULL,  
                                     titlesize=1, indices=NULL, include.legend=FALSE, ...){ 
  if(is.null(env.colors)){ 
    env.colors <- std.env.colors 
    # always set 'Unknown' to grey 
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    env.colors[stresult$train.envs=='Unknown'] <- std.env.colors[length(std.env.colors)] 
  } 
   
  if(is.null(indices)) indices <- 1:dim(stresult$draws)[3] 
  N <- length(indices) 
  V <- dim(stresult$draws)[2] 
   
  if(include.legend) N <- N + 1 
   
  if(!is.null(gridsize) && gridsize**2 < N) 
    stop(sprintf('Please choose a gridsize of at least %d.',ceiling(sqrt(N)))) 
   
  if(is.null(labels)) labels <- stresult[['samplenames']] 
  if(is.null(gridsize)) gridsize <- ceiling(sqrt(N)) 
  if(is.null(titlesize)){ 
    if(gridsize > 1){ 
      titlesize <- .3/log10(gridsize) 
    } else { 
      titlesize=1 
    } 
  }  
   
  ngridrows <- ceiling(N / gridsize) 
  par(mfrow=c(ngridrows,gridsize)) 
  par(oma=c(1,1,1,1), mar=c(0,0,titlesize,0)) 
   
  # legend will occupy one full plot in the upper left 
  if(include.legend){ 
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    plot(0,0,xlim=c(0,1), ylim=c(0,1), type='n', axes=FALSE) 
    leg.cex <- 0.6 
    leg <- legend('topleft',stresult$train.envs, fill=env.colors, bg='white', cex=leg.cex, 
plot=FALSE) 
    maxdim <- max(leg$rect$w, leg$rect$h) 
     
    # resize legend to be just big enough to fill the plot (80%), or to have maximum text 
size 2 
    while(maxdim <.8 && leg.cex <= 2){ 
      leg.cex <- leg.cex + 0.01 
      leg <- legend('topleft',stresult$train.envs, fill=env.colors, bg='white', cex=leg.cex, 
plot=FALSE) 
      maxdim <- max(leg$rect$w, leg$rect$h) 
    } 
    leg <- legend('topleft',stresult$train.envs, fill=env.colors, bg='white', cex=leg.cex, 
border=NA) 
  } 
   
  if(type=='pie') plot.sourcetracker.pie(stresult, labels, gridsize, env.colors, titlesize, 
indices=indices, ...) 
  if(type=='bar') plot.sourcetracker.bar(stresult, labels, gridsize, env.colors, titlesize, 
indices=indices, ...) 
  if(type=='dist') plot.sourcetracker.dist(stresult, labels, gridsize, env.colors, titlesize, 
indices=indices, ...) 
} 
 
######### Internal functions below #################### 
"run.gibbs" <- function(sources, test, V, T, N, 
                        burnin=100, nrestarts=10, ndraws.per.restart=10, delay=10, 
                        alpha1=1e-3, alpha2=.1, beta=10, maxdepth=NULL, 
                        verbosity=1, printing.index=NULL, printing.total=NULL, 
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                        full.results=FALSE){ 
   
  if(is.null(printing.total)) printing.total <- N 
   
  train.envs <- rownames(sources) 
  ndraws <- nrestarts * ndraws.per.restart # total number of draws 
  npasses <- burnin + (ndraws.per.restart-1) * delay + 1 # passes per restart 
   
  # draws will hold all draws (ndraws x V x N) 
  draws <- array(dim=c(ndraws, V, N)) 
  if(full.results){ 
    full.draws <- array(dim=c(ndraws, V, T, N)) 
  } 
   
  # rarefy samples above maxdepth if requested 
  if(!is.null(maxdepth))    test <- rarefy(test, maxdepth) 
   
  # sink samples must have integer counts 
  if(is.null(dim(test))) test <- matrix(test,ncol=T) 
  test <- round(test) 
   
  # store original prior counts for "Unknown" 
  unknown.prior <- sources[V,] 
  # sources[-V,] <- sweep(sources[-V,],1,alpha1 * rowSums(sources[-V,]),'+')  # add 
relative alpha prior counts 
  sources[-V,] <- sources[-V,] + alpha1 # add absolute alpha prior counts 
   
  # for each sink sample 
  for(i in 1:N){ 
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    sink <- test[i,] 
    D <- sum(sink) # sink sample depth 
     
    # precalculate denominator for Pr(env in sample) 
    p_v_denominator = max(1,(D-1) + V*beta) 
     
    # get taxon index for each sequence 
    tax.cumsum <- cumsum(sink) 
    tax.ix <- sapply(1:D,function(x) min(which(x<=tax.cumsum))) 
     
    drawcount <- 1 # keeps running count of draws for this sample 
    # for each restart 
    for(j in 1:nrestarts){ 
      if(verbosity>=1) cat('.') 
      prev.warn <- options()$warn 
      options(warn=-1) 
      z <- sample(V,D,replace=TRUE) # random env assignments 
      options(warn=prev.warn) 
       
      sources[V,] <- unknown.prior # prior counts of taxa in Unknown 
      sources[V,] <- sources[V,] + alpha2 * D # add relative alpha prior counts 
       
      # tally counts in envs 
      # count all assignments to the "other" environment 
      # other environments don't get incremented because they are fixed from training data 
      envcounts <- rep(beta, V) 
      for(ix in 1:D){ 
        if(z[ix] == V)    sources[V,tax.ix[ix]] <- sources[V,tax.ix[ix]] + 1 
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        envcounts[z[ix]] <- envcounts[z[ix]] + 1 
      } 
       
      for(rep in 1:npasses){ 
        rand.ix <- sample(D) # random order for traversing sequence 
        # temporary: not random 
        # rand.ix <- 1:D 
         
        cnt <- 0 
        for(ix in rand.ix){ 
          taxon <- tax.ix[ix] 
          # remove this sequence from all counts 
          envcounts[z[ix]] <- envcounts[z[ix]] - 1 
          if(z[ix] == V)    sources[V,taxon] <- sources[V,taxon] - 1 
           
          # get relative PDF over env assignments 
          p_tv <- sources[,taxon] / rowSums(sources) # Pr(taxon | env) 
          p_v <- envcounts/p_v_denominator# Pr(env in sample) 
           
          # re-sample this sequence's env assignment 
          z[ix] <- sample(1:V, prob=p_tv * p_v, size=1) 
           
          # replace this sequence in all counts 
          envcounts[z[ix]] <- envcounts[z[ix]] + 1 
           
          # if this sequence is assigned to "other", increase count 
          if(z[ix] == V)    sources[V,taxon] <- sources[V,taxon] + 1 
        } 
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        # take sample 
        if(rep > burnin && (((rep-burnin) %% delay)==1 || delay<=1)){ 
           
          # save current mixing proportions 
          draws[drawcount,,i] <- round((envcounts - beta) / D,7) 
          draws[drawcount,,i] <- draws[drawcount,,i] / sum(draws[drawcount,,i]) 
          # save full taxon-source assignments if requested 
          if(full.results){ 
            # for each environment, save taxon counts 
            for(j in 1:V){ 
              full.draws[drawcount,j,,i] <- sapply(1:T,function(x) sum(tax.ix[z==j]==x)) 
            } 
          } 
          drawcount <- drawcount + 1 
        } 
      } 
    } 
     
    if(verbosity>=1){ 
      if(is.null(printing.index)){ 
        cat(sprintf('%4d of %4d, depth=%5d: ', i, printing.total, D)) 
      } else { 
        cat(sprintf('%4d of %4d, depth=%5d: ', printing.index, printing.total, D)) 
      } 
      props <- colMeans(matrix(draws[,,i],ncol=V)) 
      prop_devs <- apply(matrix(draws[,,i], ncol=V), 2, sd) 
      cat(' ') 
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      cat(sprintf('%.2f (%.2f)', props, prop_devs),sep='\t') 
      cat('\n') 
    } 
  } 
  if(full.results){ 
    return(list(draws=draws, full.draws=full.draws)) 
  } else { 
    return(draws=draws) 
  } 
} 
"tune.st" <- function(otus, envs, individual.samples=TRUE, ntrials=25, 
                      rarefaction_depth=2000, alpha1=10**(-3),  
                      alpha2=10**(-3:0), beta=10, verbosity=0, ...){ 
  results <- list() 
  alphas <- expand.grid(rev(alpha1), alpha2) 
  colnames(alphas) <- c('alpha1','alpha2') 
  rmse <- numeric(nrow(alphas)) 
  rmse.sem <- numeric(nrow(alphas)) 
  for(i in 1:nrow(alphas)){ 
    cat(sprintf('Loop %d of %d, alpha1=%f, alpha2=%f ',i,nrow(alphas),alphas[i,1], 
alphas[i,2])) 
    if(verbosity > 2) cat('\n') 
    results[[i]] <- eval.fit(otus, envs, individual.samples=individual.samples, 
                             ntrials=ntrials, rarefaction_depth=rarefaction_depth, 
                             alpha1=alphas[i,1], alpha2=alphas[i,2], beta=beta, verbosity=verbosity-
1, ...) 
    rmse[i] <- results[[i]]$rmse 
    rmse.sem[i] <- results[[i]]$rmse.sem 
    if(verbosity > 0) cat(sprintf('RMSE = %.3f +/- %.3f\n',rmse[i], rmse.sem[i])) 
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  } 
  # choose alpha as most conservative value of alpha2 (smallest) 
  # then most conservative value of alpha1 (largest) 
  # that gives pseudo-r2 within 1 sem of the max. 
  # best.ix <- min(which(rmse <= min(rmse + rmse.sem))) 
  # Alternative: simply choose the lowest rmse 
  best.ix <- which.min(rmse) 
  best.rmse <- rmse[best.ix] 
  best.alpha1 <- alphas[best.ix,1] 
  best.alpha2 <- alphas[best.ix,2] 
  return(list(alphas=alphas, rmse=rmse, rmse.sem=rmse.sem, best.rmse=best.rmse,  
              best.alpha1=best.alpha1, best.alpha2=best.alpha2,  
              results=results)) 
} 
"eval.fit" <- function(otus, envs, individual.samples=TRUE, 
                       ntrials=25, rarefaction_depth=2000, verbosity=1, ...){ 
  train.envs <- sort(unique(envs)) 
  V <- length(train.envs) 
  env.sizes <- table(envs) 
   
  # make sure each pair of envs gets picked 
  # build up all pairs of samples, each column is a pair 
  # each source env gets to be first and second sample once 
  # pairs <- expand.grid(1:V,1:V) 
  # pairs <- pairs[pairs[,1]!=pairs[,2],] 
  # make nreps pairs randomly 
  pairs <- NULL 
  for(i in 1:ntrials){ 
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    pairs <- rbind(pairs, sample(V,size=2)) 
  } 
   
  mixtures <- runif(ntrials) 
  y <- matrix(0,nrow=ntrials, ncol=V+1) 
  yhat <- matrix(0,nrow=ntrials, ncol=V+1) 
  yhat.sd <- matrix(0,nrow=ntrials, ncol=V+1) 
  colnames(y) <- c(as.character(train.envs),'Unknown') 
  colnames(yhat) <- c(as.character(train.envs),'Unknown') 
  newsamples <- NULL 
  allenvs <- NULL 
  for(i in 1:ntrials){ 
    env1 <- pairs[i,1] 
    env2 <- pairs[i,2] 
    allenvs <- rbind(allenvs, c(env1, env2)) 
    if(verbosity > 1){ 
      cat(sprintf('%d of %d: %.2f*%s + %.2f*%s: \n',i,ntrials,mixtures[i], 
train.envs[env1],1-mixtures[i], train.envs[env2])) 
    } else if(verbosity > 0){ 
      cat('.') 
    } 
     
    # all indices of each environment 
    env1.ix.all <- which(envs == train.envs[env1]) 
    env2.ix.all <- which(envs == train.envs[env2]) 
     
    if(individual.samples){ 
      # get one sample from each env 
      # cast as list so that sample doesn't misinterpret a length-1 vector 
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      env1.ix <- sample(as.list(env1.ix.all),size=1)[[1]] 
      env2.ix <- sample(as.list(env2.ix.all),size=1)[[1]] 
       
      # train sourcetracker, hold out entire second env. and first env. sample 
      # note: don't hold out first sample if that env has only one sample 
      if(length(env1.ix.all) == 1){ 
        st <- sourcetracker(otus[-env2.ix.all,], envs[-env2.ix.all]) 
      } else { 
        st <- sourcetracker(otus[-c(env1.ix,env2.ix.all),], envs[-c(env1.ix,env2.ix.all)]) 
      } 
       
      # make fake sample, weighted mixture of two source samples 
      s1 <- otus[env1.ix,] 
      s2 <- otus[env2.ix,] 
       
    } else { 
      # train sourcetracker, hold out entire second env. 
      st <- sourcetracker(otus[-env2.ix.all,], envs[-env2.ix.all]) 
       
      # make fake sample as mixture of _environment_ means 
      s1 <- colSums(rarefy(otus[env1.ix.all,], maxdepth=rarefaction_depth)) 
      s2 <- colSums(rarefy(otus[env2.ix.all,], maxdepth=rarefaction_depth)) 
    } 
     
    newsample <- mixtures[i] * s1/sum(s1) + (1-mixtures[i]) * s2/sum(s2) 
    newsample <- round(100000 * newsample) 
    newsample <- matrix(newsample, nrow=1) 
    newsample <- rarefy(newsample,maxdepth=ceiling(sum(s1+s2)/2)) 
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    newsamples <- rbind(newsamples, newsample) 
    y[i,env1] <- mixtures[i] 
    y[i,V+1] <- 1-mixtures[i] 
     
    # test on fake sample 
    results <- predict(st, newsample, rarefaction_depth=rarefaction_depth, 
verbosity=verbosity-1, ...) 
    for(j in 1:ncol(results$proportions)){ 
      whichenv <- which(colnames(yhat) == colnames(results$proportions)[j]) 
      yhat[i,whichenv] <- results$proportions[,j] 
      yhat.sd[i,whichenv] <- results$proportions_sd[,j] 
    } 
  } 
   
  # calculate RMSE 
  se <- as.numeric((y[,-V] - yhat[,-V])**2) 
  mse <- mean(se) 
  se.sem <- sd(se)/sqrt(length(se)) 
  rmse <- mse**.5 
  rmse.sem <- se.sem**.5 
   
  return(list(y=y,yhat=yhat,yhat.sd=yhat.sd,newsamples=newsamples,  
              env.pairs=allenvs, train.envs=train.envs, rmse=rmse, rmse.sem=rmse.sem)) 
} 
"rarefy" <- function(x,maxdepth){ 
  if(is.null(maxdepth)) return(x) 
   
  if(!is.element(class(x), c('matrix', 'data.frame','array'))) 
    x <- matrix(x,nrow=1) 
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  nr <- nrow(x) 
  nc <- ncol(x) 
   
  for(i in 1:nrow(x)){ 
    if(sum(x[i,]) > maxdepth){ 
      prev.warn <- options()$warn 
      options(warn=-1) 
      s <- sample(nc, size=maxdepth, prob=x[i,], replace=T) 
      options(warn=prev.warn) 
      x[i,] <- hist(s,breaks=seq(.5,nc+.5,1), plot=FALSE)$counts 
    } 
  } 
  return(x) 
} 
"plot.sourcetracker.pie" <- function(stresult, labels,  
                                     gridsize, env.colors, titlesize, indices, ...){ 
  V <- length(stresult$train.envs) 
  for(i in indices){ 
    props <- apply(matrix(stresult$draws[,,i], ncol=V),2,mean) 
    pie(props, labels=NA, col=env.colors, main=labels[i],cex.main=titlesize, ...) 
  } 
} 
"plot.sourcetracker.bar" <- function(stresult, labels    ,  
                                     gridsize, env.colors, titlesize, indices, ...){ 
  V <- length(stresult$train.envs) 
  # add extra space at top for title 
  new.margins <- par('mar') 
  new.margins[3] <- max(.5, new.margins[3] * 1.5) 
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  new.margins[2] <- .25 * titlesize 
  par(mar=new.margins) 
  for(i in indices){ 
    props <- apply(matrix(stresult$draws[,,i], ncol=V),2,mean) 
    prop_devs <- apply(matrix(stresult$draws[,,i], ncol=V),2,sd) 
    centers <- barplot(props, col=env.colors, main=labels[i], 
                       cex.main=titlesize, axes=FALSE, axisnames=FALSE, 
                       ylim=c(0,1.5), ...) 
    sourcetracker.error.bars(centers, props, prop_devs) 
    for(j in 1:4)  axis(j, at=c(-100,100),labels=FALSE) 
  } 
} 
"plot.sourcetracker.dist" <- function(stresult, labels,  
                                      gridsize, env.colors, titlesize, indices, sortmethod=c('divergence', 
'multilevel')[1], ...){ 
  # stop conditions 
  if(dim(stresult$draws)[1] < 2) 
    stop('Distribution plots require more than one draw.') 
  V <- length(stresult$train.envs) 
  for(i in indices){ 
    x <- stresult$draws[,,i] 
    rownames(x) <- 1:nrow(x) 
    if(sortmethod=='multilevel'){ 
      # sort by size of column 
      sortby.ix <- sort(colMeans(x),index=T, dec=T)$ix 
      x <- matrix(x, ncol=V) 
      ix <- sortmatrix(x[,sortby.ix]) 
      x <- x[ix,] 
    } else { 
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      d <- jsdmatrix(x) 
      if(sum(d) > 0){ 
        # ensure that all mixtures were not identical (e.g. 100% unknown) 
        ix <- cmdscale(jsdmatrix(x),k=1) 
        ix <- sort(ix,index=T)$ix 
        x <- x[ix,] 
      } 
    } 
    centers <- barplot(t(x), beside=FALSE, col=env.colors, 
                       space=-1/ncol(x), border=NA, axes=FALSE, axisnames=FALSE, 
                       main=labels[i],cex.main=titlesize, 
                       ylim=c(-.05,1.05), ...) 
    bounds <- c(0, min(centers)-.5, 1, max(centers)+.5) 
     
    lines(c(bounds[2], bounds[4]), c(bounds[1], bounds[1]), lty=1, lwd=1) 
    lines(c(bounds[2], bounds[4]), c(bounds[3], bounds[3]), lty=1, lwd=1) 
    lines(c(bounds[2], bounds[2]), c(bounds[1], bounds[3]), lty=1, lwd=1) 
    lines(c(bounds[4], bounds[4]), c(bounds[1], bounds[3]), lty=1, lwd=1) 
  } 
} 
"sourcetracker.error.bars" <- function(x,centers,spread,...){ 
  width = .01 
   
  xlim <- range(x) 
  barw <- diff(xlim) * width 
   
  upper <- centers + spread 
  lower <- centers - spread 
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  keepix <- which(spread > 0) 
  x <- x[keepix] 
  upper <- upper[keepix] 
  lower <- lower[keepix] 
   
  segments(x, upper, x, lower, lwd=1.5, ...) 
  segments(x - barw, upper, x + barw, upper, lwd=1.5, ...) 
  segments(x - barw, lower, x + barw, lower, lwd=1.5, ...) 
} 
"plot.eval" <- function(res, plot.all=FALSE,plot.type=c(1,2)[1], filename=NULL){ 
   
  V <- length(res$train.envs) 
  if(plot.type==1){ 
    pch <- 16 
    mycolors <- c('#E41A1C', '#377EB8', '#4DAF4A', '#984EA3', '#FF7F00', '#A65628', 
'#F781BF', '#999999', '#8DD3C7', '#FFFFB3', '#BEBADA', '#FB8072', '#80B1D3', 
'#FDB462', '#B3DE69', '#FCCDE5', '#D9D9D9', '#BC80BD', '#CCEBC5') 
    mycolors <- sprintf('%sBB',mycolors) 
    if(!is.null(filename)) pdf(filename,width=6,height=6) 
    plot(0,0,xlim=0:1,ylim=0:1,type='n',xlab='True proportion', ylab='Estimated 
proportion') 
    abline(0,1) 
    for(i in 1:(V+1)){ 
      # sourcetracker.error.bars(res$y[,i], res$yhat[,i], res$yhat.sd[,i],col='#33333399') 
      points(res$y[,i],res$yhat[,i],col=mycolors[i], pch=pch) 
    } 
    
legend('topleft',legend=c(as.character(res$train.envs),'Unknown'),col=mycolors,pch=pch, 
cex=.75) 
    if(!is.null(filename)) dev.off() 
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  } else { 
    if(!is.null(filename)) pdf(filename,width=10,height=10) 
    par(mfrow=c(V,V),mar=rep(.5,4)) 
    par(mfrow=c(V,V),mar=c(4.5,4.5,.5,.5)) 
    for(i in 1:V){ 
      for(j in 1:V){ 
        # keep only those points where j is the hidden source and i 
        # is not present 
        keepix <- which(res$env.pairs[,1] != i & res$env.pairs[,2] == j) 
        # don't plot same-same plots 
        if(i==j) { 
          plot(0,0,xlim=c(-1,1), ylim=c(-1,1),type='n',xaxt='none',yaxt='none',xlab='', 
ylab='') 
          text(0,0,res$train.envs[i], cex=2) 
        } else if(length(keepix) < 3){ 
          plot(0,0,type='n',xaxt='none', yaxt='none',xlab='', ylab='') 
          text(0,0,'Too few samples') 
        } else if (i!=j){ 
          a <- res$y[keepix,V+1] # actual hidden proportion 
          b <- res$yhat[keepix,i]; # recovered proportion for this other source 
          rmse <- mean(b**2)**.5 
          plot.color <- 'black' 
          # plot red if RMSE > .1 
          if(rmse > .1) plot.color='red' 
          plot(a,b,type='p',xaxt='none',yaxt='none', 
               xlim=0:1,ylim=0:1,col=plot.color, 
               xlab='', ylab='') 
          # draw axis labels close to the axes 
          cex = .65 
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          # mtext(sprintf('Prop. %s',res$train.envs[j]), side=1, line=1, cex=cex) 
          # mtext(sprintf('Prop. %s when %s absent',res$train.envs[i],res$train.envs[j]), 
side=2, line=1, cex=cex) 
          mtext(sprintf('Prop. Env 1',res$train.envs[j]), side=1, line=1, cex=cex) 
          mtext(sprintf('Prop. Env 2 when 1 absent',res$train.envs[i],res$train.envs[j]), 
side=2, line=1, cex=cex) 
          cex=1 
          text(0.05,.90,sprintf('RMSE = %.3f',rmse),adj=c(0,0),cex=cex,col=plot.color) 
        } 
      } 
    } 
    if(!is.null(filename)) dev.off() 
  } 
} 
"save.mapping.file" <- function(results, map, filename='map.txt', 
                                include.contamination.predictions=FALSE){ 
  # also append results to a new version of the mapping file in output directory 
  # add columns filled with NA to the mapping file, add values where available 
  for(j in 1:ncol(results$proportions)){ 
    colname <- sprintf('Proportion_%s',colnames(results$proportions)[j]) 
    colname_sd <- sprintf('Proportion_SD_%s',colnames(results$proportions)[j]) 
    map[,colname] <- rep(NA,nrow(map)) 
    map[rownames(results$proportions), colname] <- results$proportions[,j] 
    map[rownames(results$proportions), colname_sd] <- results$proportions_sd[,j] 
  } 
   
  # add this environment and its s.d. to mapping file 
  thisenv <- rep(NA,nrow(results$proportions)) 
  thisenv_sd <- rep(NA,nrow(results$proportions)) 
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  for(i in 1:nrow(results$proportions)){ 
    sampleid <- rownames(results$proportions)[i] 
    whichenv <- which(results$train.envs==map[sampleid,'Env']) 
    if(length(whichenv) > 0){ 
      thisenv[i] <-  results$proportions[i,whichenv] 
      thisenv_sd[i] <- results$proportions_sd[i,whichenv] 
    } 
  } 
  map[,'Proportion_This_Env'] <- rep(NA, nrow(map)) 
  map[,'Proportion_SD_This_Env'] <- rep(NA, nrow(map)) 
  map[rownames(results$proportions), 'Proportion_This_Env'] <- thisenv 
  map[rownames(results$proportions), 'Proportion_SD_This_Env'] <- thisenv_sd 
   
  if(include.contamination.predictions){ 
    for(threshold in seq(0.05, 0.95, .05)){ 
      header <- sprintf('contaminated_at_%.02f',threshold) 
      map[,header] <- rep(NA, nrow(map)) 
      map[rownames(results$proportions), header] <- as.character(thisenv < threshold) 
    } 
  } 
   
  # write new mapping file 
  sink(filename) 
  cat('#SampleID\t') 
  write.table(map,sep='\t',quote=F) 
  sink(NULL) 
} 
"sortmatrix" <- function(x){ 
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  # sort by last column, then 2nd-to-last, etc. 
  ix <- 1:nrow(x) 
  for(j in ncol(x):1){ 
    ixj <- sort(x[ix,j], index=T)$ix 
    ix <- ix[ixj] 
  } 
  return(ix) 
} 
"jsdmatrix" <- function(x){ 
  d <- matrix(0,nrow=nrow(x),ncol=nrow(x)) 
  for(i in 1:(nrow(x)-1)){ 
    for(j in (i+1):nrow(x)){ 
      d[i,j] <- jsd(x[i,], x[j,]) 
      d[j,i] <- d[i,j] 
    } 
  } 
  return(d) 
} 
"jsd" <- function(p,q){ 
  m <- (p + q)/2 
  return((kld(p,m) + kld(q,m))/2) 
} 
"kld" <- function(p,q){ 
  nonzero <- p>0 & q>0 
  return(sum(p[nonzero] * log2(p[nonzero]/q[nonzero])))     
} 
std.env.colors <- 
c('#885588','#CC6666','#47697E','#5B7444','#79BEDB','#663333','#3F52A2','#128244','#
e93E4A','#1DBDBC','#A43995','#FFCC33','#B1BDCD','#A3C586','#6B78B4','#266A2E'
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,'#FCF1D1','#660F57','#272B20','#003366','#656565')  #### Run this line to run source 
code. 
###### END Source Code ####### 
 
##### Begin analysis code 
# load sample metadata 
metadata.src <- read.table(file.choose(),sep='\t',h=T,row.names=1,check=F,comment='') 
rownames(metadata.src) 
# load OTU table 
# This 'read.table' command is designed for a  
# QIIME-formatted OTU table. 
# namely, the first line begins with a '#' sign 
# and actually _is_ a comment; the second line 
# begins with a '#' sign but is actually the header 
otus <- read.table(file.choose(),sep='\t', 
header=T,row.names=1,check=F,skip=1,comment='') 
otus <- t(as.matrix(otus)) 
rownames(otus) 
# otus.abund<-which(colSums(otus)>50) 
# otus<-otus[,otus.abund] 
# #raremax<- 
# min(rowSums(otus)) 
# max(rowSums(otus)) 
# mean(rowSums(otus)) 
# rowSums(otus) 
# mean(colSums(otus)) 
# min(colSums(otus)) 
# max(colSums(otus)) 
# hist(colMeans(otus.ra), breaks = 1000) 
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# plot(colSums(otus)) 
# max(specnumber(otus)) 
# min(specnumber(otus)) 
# mean(specnumber(otus)) 
library(vegan) 
# plot(specaccum(otus), xlab = "# of samples", ylab = "# of species") 
otus.ra<-decostand(otus, method = "total") 
# mean(colMeans(otus.ra)) 
# max(colSums(otus.ra)) 
# min(colSums(otus.ra)) 
otus.abund.ra<-which(colMeans(otus.ra)>0.00002) 
otus.ra<-otus.ra[,otus.abund.ra] 
max(specnumber(otus.ra)) 
min(specnumber(otus.ra)) 
mean(specnumber(otus.ra)) 
mean(rowSums(otus.ra)) 
otus.to.use<-colnames(otus.ra) 
otus<-otus[,otus.to.use] 
# Srare <- rarefy(otus, raremax) 
# sp.abund <- rowSums(otus) 
#par(mfrow = c(1, 1), mar = c(1,1,1,1)) 
#  
# plot(specnumber(otus), specnumber(Srare), xlab = "Observed No. of Species", ylab = 
"Rarefied No. of Species") 
# rarecurve(otus, sample = raremax, col = "blue") 
 
# extract only those samples in common between the two tables 
common.sample.ids <- intersect(rownames(metadata.src), rownames(otus)) 
otus <- otus[common.sample.ids,] 
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metadata.src <- metadata.src[common.sample.ids,] 
# double-check that the mapping file and otu table 
# had overlapping samples 
if(length(common.sample.ids) <= 1) { 
    message <- paste(sprintf('Error: there are %d sample ids in common '), 
                    'between the metadata file and data table') 
    stop(message) 
} 
 
# extract the source environments and source/sink indices 
train.ix <- which(metadata.src$SourceSink=='source') 
test.ix <- which(metadata.src$SourceSink=='sink') 
envs <- metadata.src$Env 
if(is.element('Description',colnames(metadata.src))) desc <- rownames(metadata.src) 
envs 
train.ix 
test.ix 
# load SourceTracker package 
#source('src/SourceTracker.r') 
 
# tune the alpha values using cross-validation (this is slow!) 
# tune.results <- tune.st(otus[train.ix,], envs[train.ix]) 
#alpha1 <- tune.results$best.alpha1 
#alpha2 <- tune.results$best.alpha2 
# note: to skip tuning, run this instead: 
alpha1 <- alpha2 <- 0.001 
 
# train SourceTracker object on training data 
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st <- sourcetracker(otus[train.ix,], envs[train.ix]) 
class(st) 
# Estimate source proportions in test data 
results <- predict(st,otus[test.ix,], alpha1=alpha1, alpha2=alpha2) 
# Estimate leave-one-out source proportions in training data  
results.train <- predict(st, alpha1=alpha1, alpha2=alpha2) 
 
#results.12_17<-results 
#results.train.12_17<-results.train 
 
sink("DP03_sourcetracker_sinks_Chaseag.csv") 
results$proportions 
results$proportions_sd 
results 
sink() 
results.summary<-as.data.frame(results$proportions) 
write.csv(results.summary, file = "ResultsSummary_Chase_sourcetracker_sinksag.csv") 
 
 
sink("Chase_sourcetracker_sources.csv") 
results.train$proportions 
results.train$proportions_sd 
results.train 
sink() 
results.train.summary<-as.data.frame(results.train$proportions) 
write.csv(results.train.summary, file = 
"ResultsSummary_Chase_sourcetracker_sourcesag.csv") 
 
#results$train.envs[5]<- "CW_Epipelagic" 
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#results$train.envs[5] 
# plot results 
labels <- sprintf('%s %s', envs,desc) 
plot(results, labels[test.ix], type='pie') 
 
# other plotting functions 
plot(results, labels[test.ix], type='bar') 
plot(results, labels[test.ix], type='dist') 
plot(results.train, labels[train.ix], type='pie') 
plot(results.train, labels[train.ix], type='bar') 
plot(results, labels[test.ix], type='dist', include.legend=TRUE) 
dev.necols.to.agg<-colnames(sinks.out[,1:8]) 
 
sinks.agg<-aggregate(sinks.out, by=list(sinks.out$CTD_Env), mean) 
head(sinks.agg) 
write.csv(sinks.agg[,1:9], file = "aggregated_sinks_DP01.csv") 
sinks.agg2<-
aggregate(cbind(AR_bathy,AR_Epi,AR_Meso,CW_Bathy,CW_Epi,CW_Meso,Unknow
n)~Pelagic_zone+Sample_depth+Depth_bin+Site+Date+SourceSink+Env+CTD+Site_C
TD+Latitude+Longitude+Day_Night+DepthFeature+Chlorophyll+Temperature+Salinity
+Oxygen, data = sinks.out, mean) 
head(sinks.agg2) 
write.csv(sinks.agg2, file = "aggregated_sinks_DP01_all_cols.csv") 
 
##plot results with legend 
plot(results, labels[test.ix], type='pie', include.legend=TRUE, 
env.colors=c('#47697E','#5B7444','#CC6666','#79BEDB','#885588')) 
Qiime 2 Code:  
This protocol is based off tutorials from Qiime 2 Docs, please look these over before 
proceeding with post run down streaming.  
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This protocol assumes a metadata file with barcodes has already been made (should be 
made when planning the run).  
All .qzv files made  
1. Make a folder to work in (Ex. Deepend_Run) 
2. Download files from Basespace 
a. While these download proceed to next step. 
b. You will need three files placed in a folder in your directory (we make in step 5a) 
called “emp-paired-end-sequences” (no quotes) 
i. Forward Read (R1) (rename forward.fastq.gz) 
ii. Reverse Read (R2) (rename reverse.fastq.gz) 
iii. Index Read (l1) (rename barcodes.fastq.gz) 
1. Get from flash drive (ask Chase for the file) 
3. Open Terminal and set working directory to the file you just made  
a. cd Desktop  
b. cd Deepend_Run 
4. Start the Qiime 2 environment  
a. source activate qiime2-2018.2 
5. Make a folder for sequencing files 
a. Mkdir emp-paired-end-sequences  
b. Return to step 1b before proceeding  
6. Import the data into a Qiime 2 artifact  
a. qiime tools import  --type EMPPairedEndSequences  --input-path emp-paired-
end-sequences  --output-path emp-paired-end-sequences.qza 
i. This is putting the data into a qiime 2 artifact that we can work off of 
7. Demultiplex the sequences  
a. qiime demux emp-paired --i-seqs emp-paired-end-sequences.qza --m-barcodes-
file sample-metadata.txt --m-barcodes-column BarcodeSequence  --o-per-sample-
sequences demux --p-rev-comp-mapping-barcodes 
8. View Read Quality  
a. qiime demux summarize --i-data demux.qza --o-visualization demux.qzv 
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i. this puts the data into a format that can be visualized on qiime2view  
9. Quality filter with dada2 
a. qiime dada2 denoise-paired --i-demultiplexed-seqs demux.qza --o-table table --o-
representative-sequences rep-seqs --p-trim-left-f 13 --p-trim-left-r 13 --p-trunc-len-f 250 -
-p-trunc-len-r 230 –p-n-threads 3 
i. The length you need to trim and truncate will be different for every run and need 
to be changed (look at the demux.qzv file to see) 
ii. The number for threads needs to be based off of the computer you are running on 
(how many processors) 
iii. This process takes long time (run overnight) 
10. Generate a summary  
a. qiime feature-table summarize --i-table table.qza --o-visualization table.qzv --m-
sample metadata-file sample-metadata.tsv  
b. qiime feature-table tabulate-seqs --i-data rep-seqs.qza --o-visualization rep-
seqs.qzv 
11. Generate a phylogenetic tree for diversity analysis 
a. qiime alignment mafft --i-sequences rep-seqs.qza --o-alignment aligned-rep-
seqs.qza 
b. qiime alignment mask --i-alignment aligned-rep-seqs.qza --o-masked-alignment 
masked-aligned-rep-seqs.qza 
c. qiime phylogeny fasttree --i-alignment masked-aligned-rep-seqs.qza --o-tree 
unrooted-tree.qza 
d. qiime phylogeny midpoint-root --i-tree unrooted-tree.qza --o-rooted-tree rooted-
tree.qza 
12. Taxonomic analysis 
a. qiime feature-classifier classify-sklearn --i-classifier gg-13-8-99-515-806-nb-
classifier.qza --i-reads rep-seqs.qza --o-classification taxonomy.qza  
i. the classifier should be downloaded separately and up to date  
b. qiime metadata tabulate --m-input-file taxonomy.qza --o-visualization 
taxonomy.qzv 
13. Barplots!  
a. qiime taxa barplot --i-table table.qza --i-taxonomy taxonomy.qza --m-metadata-
file sample-metadata.tsv --o-visualization taxa-bar-plots.qzv 
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ABSTRACT 
South Florida contains one of the largest subtropical wetlands in the world, and 
yet not much is known about the microbes that live in these surface waters. These 
microbes play an important role in chemical cycling and maintaining good water quality 
for both human and ecosystem health. The hydrology of Florida’s surface waters is 
tightly regulated with the use of canal and levee systems run by the U S  Army Corps 
of Engineers and The South Florida Water Management District. These canals run 
through the Everglades, agriculture, and urban environments to control water levels 
throughout south Florida. This study looked for shifts in the microbial communities, 
“microbiomes”, at agriculture and urban sites due to anthropogenic influences such as 
agricultural and sewage runoff. These sites were compared to a natural environment 
Grassy Waters Preserve (GWP), which was used as a control. High-throughput 16s 
rRNA sequencing was conducted on 112 water samples taken over a 14-month period 
from September 2016 to November 2017. Data were processed in Qiime2 using 
DADA2 and resulted in 67732 unique taxa. Nineteen metadata factors were measured 
for 87 of the sampling points to investigate environmental effects. These factors 
explained 25% (r2=0.25, p=0.002) of the variation between sample locations. 
Conductivity was found to have the highest effect on microbial diversity (r2=0.078, 
p=0.002) while latitude and month also significantly influenced the microbial makeup. 
Urban and agricultural sites were found to have higher stability with lower variation 
in microbiomes over the course of study. T h e  GWP site was found to have the highest 
seasonality of the study locations. The most abundant taxa for all sites were; family 
Spirochaetaceae, phylum Actinobacteria, and family Burkholderiaceae.  Contamination 
of GWP and canal sites was also investigated using SourceTracker code. Intracoastal 
waters that receive canal water were found to be heavily influenced in the peak wet 
season when there is high flow through from the canals. GWP had little influence from 
farm lands compared to a high influence of agriculture on the urban sites. 
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Introduction 
South Florida contains a vast network of canals and levees to control surface water 
inf the state.  Water flows and levels are controlled by the South Florida Water 
Management District (SFWMD) and the US Army Corps of Engineers (US Army Corps 
of Engineers 1990, SFWMD 2018).  These canals, directly affected by both agricultural 
and urban runoff, cause large-scale water flow issues for south Florida and they drain into 
coastal waterways and outlets.  Water is being pumped through drainage canals to the east 
and west coast estuaries and is damaging the fragile estuarine ecosystems with a surplus of 
eutrophic fresh water causing algal blooms and anoxic zones (Banks et al., 2008, Lapointe 
et al. 2015, Campbell 2015). 
South Florida is a subtropical climate with rainy and dry seasons. The difference in 
seasons is so large that about 60% of rainfall takes place from June to October and only 
25% takes place in the dry season of November to May (Duever et al., 1986).  Climate 
change has also lead to further extremes with hotter temperatures and stronger storms that 
may lead to an increasing effect of disturbance on the ecosystems (Harrington & Walton 
2007, Wehner et al., 2018). 
Recent research in the Molecular Genetics Laboratory at Nova Southeastern 
University Halmos College of Natural Science and Oceanography (HCNSO) aims for a 
comprehensive view of south Florida hydrology in the context of microbiomes and their 
impact on water quality.  While the south Florida water system is highly regulated and 
monitored, very little effort has gone into characterizing the microbial composition and 
deducing the possible effects human inputs are having on water chemistry in these 
communities. 
The diversity and composition of the bacteria in water can reflect the overall health 
of the ecosystem and should be monitored to see a complete picture of the environment in 
concert with standard water quality tests (Staley et al., 2014). Microbes have a large effect 
on the environment due to the fundamental roles they play in biogeochemical cycling and 
pathways (Falkowski et al., 2008). Microbes live within complex communities (also known 
as microbiomes) that often show a wide variation in community composition from 
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ecosystem to ecosystem (McCune & Grace 2002). These microbiomes are made up of 
communities of bacteria, Archaea, fungi, and eukaryotes that live in an environment. 
Studies are showing microbiomes to have an ever-increasing impact on health, whether it 
is related to human health (Gilbert et al., 2016, Yamashita and Takeshita 2017, Price et al., 
2017, Lloyd-Price 2017) or to environmental health (Pekarova et al. 2009, Bowers et al., 
2011, Páll et al., 2013). Previous research has shown free-living microbiome community 
structures can be affected by weather, temperature, and water input (McArthur 2006, 
Gilbert et al., 2009), while symbiotic microbiomes may be more stable in the face of 
environmental fluctuations.  Bacterial contamination (foreign bacterial inputs into an 
ecosystem) has been shown to be associated with anthropogenic activity in river and canal 
systems (Bayoumi Hamuda & Patko 2012, Jung 2014). Bacterial communities also are 
indicative of chemical inputs into the ecosystem (Staley et al., 2014). Water quality 
monitoring studies contribute to improving ecosystems by showing the importance and 
effects of pathogens in water systems (Straub & Chandler 2003, Pekarova et al., 2009, 
Zheng et al., 2011). 
Broward and Palm Beach counties have a combined population of 3.21 million 
people (US Census Bureau 2010). These large populations lead to inputs that affect the 
overall health and makeup of bacterial communities in the south Florida water system. 
Inputs of nutrients, such as phosphate, from farmlands near Lake Okeechobee lead to a 
negative impact on the lake’s natural communities. These inputs in turn cause algal blooms, 
while also dramatically affecting the historically low phosphate communities of the 
surrounding ecosystems (Hagerthey et al., 2008, Surratt et al., 2012). 
The bacterial communities, specifically in the south Florida area, have not yet been 
studied sufficiently to show the full effect of anthropogenic influences on the health and 
viability of the ecosystems. Changes in microbial communities due to agricultural and 
urban influences can have a profound effect on ecosystem dynamics (Bossio & Scow 
1995). This study may also be used as a baseline to see how future alterations to the water 
system are affecting the environment. 
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Materials and Methods 
Water and soil samples were collected from three distinct environments across 9 
sites in the Broward and Palm Beach Counties, consisting of canal systems and a preserve.  
The canal systems sampled lead south/southeast from Lake Okeechobee through the canals 
and into the intracoastal waterways, eventually introducing fresh water into the estuarine 
and marine ecosystems. These canals go through agriculture and then heavy urban areas 
where they collect large amounts of runoff.  BR124, BR28 and BR29 are fresh water canal 
sites upstream to the intracoastal site that will be used to look at the influence the fresh 
water canal may have on the intracoastal waterways. The sites are also located with various 
levels of urban influence, starting on the edge of the everglades (BR 29) and leading to 
central Davie (BR28) and under the Florida Turnpike (BR124).  A2 canal is in the 
Everglades Agricultural Area and is used to observe the influence of agricultural runoff on 
microbial community structure.  A2 is at the southern edge of the Everglades Agricultural 
Area, meaning the canal picks up runoff from sugarcane fields it runs through to the north. 
The control testing location is Grassy Waters Preserve in West Palm Beach.  This 
preserve, which serves as the surface water supply for the city of West Palm Beach, is a 
highly regulated and controlled environment that is kept to natural Florida species.  The 
preserve is 60 square kilometers of preserved wetlands ecosystem that is entirely rainfed 
and cut off from the canal system. Water samples were collected from a transect of the 
northern portion of the preserve. 
Water samples were collected in one-liter sterile polyethylene bottles and kept in a cooler 
until return to the laboratory.  Once returned to the laboratory, water samples were tested 
for pH and vacuum-filtered through 0 .45 µm membrane filters and stored at -80°C until 
DNA extraction was performed. (Hobbie 1977, Knight et al., 2012).  DNA was extracted 
for both water and soil samples using Mo Bio PowerLyzer Powersoil DNA isolation kits 
(Cat# 12855-100) following the Mo Bio Protocols (MoBio Laboratories Inc.). After 
extraction, a 0.5% agarose gel was run to check success of extraction (Lee et al., 2012).  
DNA was then checked for PCR amplification for the V4 region of this 16s gene with 
platinum hotstart master mix (Invitrogen). This amplification is done using PCR primers 
R806 and F515, specifically designed for the 16s amplification (Caporaso et al., 2011). 
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After quality checking, extracted DNA was held at -20˚C until ready for sequencing.  
Amplicons of the 16S rRNA gene were sequenced using Earth Microbiome Project (EMP) 
protocols (Thompson et al., 2017).   
 FASTQ DNA sequence files were run through Quantitative Insights into 
Microbial Ecology v.2 (QIIME2).  Sequences were quality filtered to remove chimeras and 
scores under 25 (1 error in 10,000 base pairs based off the PHRED system).  Sequences 
were then sorted into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) with a 99% similarity or greater 
for the Silvia database. The standards which Knight et al. (2012) set for metadata and 
sampling sizes were followed. QIIME2 was used for demultiplexing, quality filtering, 
taxonomic assignment, phylogenetic reconstruction, and diversity analysis and 
visualizations.  Alpha diversity was determined via the Phyloseq package in R Studio.  Two 
comparisons were made with Observed, Chao1 test (Figure 6`) and a Simpson vs inverse 
Simpson (Figure 5`).   Beta diversity was assessed with VEGAN and the Phyloseq 
packages. The package was used to calculate Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index, quantifying 
dissimilarities between sites (Faith et al., 1987).  A PCoA was run on the Bray-Curtis to 
visualize the distance between the sites (Figure 7`).  A weighted unifrac was run to see 
changes in abundance and beta diversity (Lozupone et al, 2007, Staley et al 2013).  Analysis 
of similarity (ANOSIM and AMOVA) were used to rank dissimilarity and variance 
respectively (Excoffier et al., 1992, Clarke 1993, Staley et al., 2013).   
 All microbial sequence data were compared with physical data collected by 
Broward and West Palm Beach counties. Data for the agricultural site were taken from 
South Florida Water Management Districts DBHYDRO public database. Multiple least 
squares regression was run in R(VEGAN) and applied to determine if statistically 
significant correlations exist between water quality variables (see Fig. 4 above) and 
microbial community composition (Campbell et al., 2015). ANOVA, PERMANOVA, and 
Tukey tests were run to obtain significance values (Paliy & Shankar 2016).  A canonical 
correlation analysis (CCA) was run to determine the effect of metadata on the microbiome 
(Weiss 2016).  The variables tested in the CAA were as follows: site type, sample location, 
date, month, latitude, longitude, air temperature, water temperature, rain three days prior, 
rain one-month prior, total phosphate, dissolved oxygen, temperature, conductivity, pH, 
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total nitrogen, ammonia, and total suspended solids.  SourceTracker was run to find source 
of contaminants in the environment (Knight et al., 2011). 
Results 
Run Results 
Sequencing took place on 112 water samples resulting in 11,222,966 raw reads with 
a mean of 530529 reads per sampling location. Samples with fewer than 30,000 reads were 
dropped due to lack of adequate coverage.  67,732 (~605 taxa per sample) unique taxa we 
found after processing through DADA2 in Qiime2.  (Callahan et al., 2017). 
Diversity   
Alpha Diversity was tested with a Shannon vs inverse Simpson comparison (Figure 
5`).  Each sampling event is represented by a dot on the graphs.  A boxplot is then imposed 
over all sampling events for one sampling location which is used for comparison.  
Beta Diversity was assessed with the Jaccard and Bray Curtis Diversity Indices.  
All sites were found to be significantly different from each other using a pairwise 
PERMANOVA in the VEGAN package (p=0.001, Df = 2, F=17.45).  A network was built 
from the Bray Curtis as well with a 0.7 or 70% dissimilar threshold (Figure 8`). The area 
of the control group shows a large diversity in the environment with one site being closer 
to the saline urban environment than other sites in the control group 
Environmental Effects  
 To determine the effect of environmental variables as drivers of change in the 
ecosystem a canonical correspondence analysis was run in R Studio on the VEGAN 
Package (Figure 7`).  Conductivity, the ability of a solution to conduct electricity, was 
found to be the largest driver explaining ~8% of the variation.  Total phosphate, month, 
dissolved oxygen, and latitude were also found to significantly drive change but with both 
only explaining ~1% of the variation. Over 20 metadata parameters were run for the CCA, 
however, 11 were dropped as either not relevant or too closely correlated to another 
parameter.  Total phosphate may drive change for the agricultural sites while conductivity 
appears as a large driver for the urban environment (Figure 9`). 
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Relative Abundance  
All OTU data were transformed for rank abundance, showing the percent of the OTU in 
the sample or environment.  These abundances were aggregated by site type due to the 
large number of OTUs found in the dataset.  The top 20 OTUs from each sample were 
visualized with Krona charts, used to visualize metagenomic data and show quantitative 
hierarchical relationships (Ondov et al., 2011).   
Source Tracker 
Two SourceTracker runs were conducted for this study. The first run indicated 
possible contamination into the marine ecosystem through the intracoastal waterways.  To 
perform this, test all Griffin canal sites were set as sources and the intracoastal site was set 
as the sink.  Site BR24 is set as the only sink, with sites BR124, BR28, BR29, and A2 all 
being sources.  Due to the nature of the canal system all the water runs out to this 
intracoastal site. 
 The second SourceTracker looks at the influence of agricultural runoff on the canal 
system.  The influence of agricultural runoff can be seen by the increased phosphate in 
chemistry data, but the details of the effect of phosphate on the microbiome of the canal is 
not yet known.  By setting the agricultural site (A2) to be the only source we can see its 
effect on all other sites sampled in this study (Br24,124,28,29, and GW1,2,4,5,6,7,8). 
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Figure 5`: Shannon (left) and InvSimpson (right) tests of alpha diversity (diversity indices).  This analysis 
was performed using plot_richness function with Phyloseq in R Studio.  Plotted by sample location and 
colored by Site type. The higher the median indicates the greater the alpha diversity per site. 
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Figure 9`: CCA analysis done with VEGAN in R Studio.  P=0.002 R2=0.251.  Grouped on 
Site Type, three distinct groupings are shown.  Conductivity is shown to be the largest 
driver with latitude being a large driver for the Grassy Waters sites and phosphate for the 
agricultural sites.  
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Figure 11`: Krona Chart for top 20 taxa for Grassy Waters sites down to the family level. 
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Figure 12`: Krona Chart for top 20 taxa for urban sites down to the family level. 
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Figure 13`: Krona Chart for top 20 taxa for urban salt sites down to the family level. 
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Figure 14`: Source Tracker Analysis examining the impacts on the intracoastal waterways.  
For both sites green represents site Br29, black represents site Br28, and yellow indicates an 
unknown source.  The graph shows the intracoastal sink site Br24 and its sources of 
contamination for each month sampled.  Most contamination is unknown and due to the 
location of the site is likely tidal.  September is the month with the highest influence and is 
likely due to the large flow through from high rain months.  
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Figure 16`: Agricultural impact on sampling sites: blue indicates agricultural influence 
and green indicates unknown sources. No impact was found for the Grassy Waters 
sites apart from site 8 (lake).  Strong impact was found for the canal sites downriver 
Br 124,28, 29.  No significant impact was found for the saline site.  
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Discussion 
Taxonomy  
Core taxa are microorganisms which can be found in an abundance of over 1%, whereas 
rare taxa are found to be found in less than 0.1% (Pedros-Alio 2006). In this study, 15 taxa 
were found to be core across all sampling locations.  The most abundant taxa across all 
samples was found to be an uncultured bacterium from the Polynucleobacter genus (order 
Burholderiales) which makes up ~3% of all bacteria.  All described Polynucleobacter are 
planktonic freshwater bacteria (Hahn et al., 2017), so it is unsurprising to see them as a 
core taxon for a variety of south Florida freshwater ecosystems.  More research should be 
conducted into a connection between these proteobacteria and the natural periphyton mats 
that are prevalent at this site. The second-most abundant taxa composing 2.4% of all taxa 
was found to be a soil associated Verrucomicrobia phylum (class Spartobacteria) and again 
had a high association for Grassy Waters sites.  These associated phyla are likely caused 
by the shallow depth of the water which is highly affected by rain. Shallow depth in turn 
means soil may have a greater influence on the water’s bacterial makeup.  Sparobacteria 
have been found to dominate Verrucomicrobial communities in nearly all biomes 
(Bergmann et al., 2011).  The ecology of these Verrucomicrobia has not been studied in 
detail, but they have been shown to have a strong dominance in grassland ecosystems 
(Bergmann et al., 2011).  the highest abundance taxa with an affiliation for the urban sites 
was Methylococcaceae, composing 2.1% of the site’s taxa. 
 The top 20 taxa from each site were plotted in Kronas charts to visualize the 
dominant taxa (Figures 10`-13`).  Krona charts allow visualization of the top bacteria on 
multiple taxonomic levels.  The agricultural site is dominated by the phylum 
Actinobacteria, whereas all other site types are dominated by proteobacteria (Figure 10`).  
Actinobacteria have important effects on soil systems and thus are important for agriculture 
(Schrempf 2013).  Actinobacteria are also known for producing antibiotics (Ghai et al., 
2011).  These uses show how agricultural runoff can affect the surrounding environment.  
Grassy Waters is dominated by Proteobacteria, specifically the order Burkholderiales 
(Figure 11`).  These bacteria may provide a role in maintaining soil pH and nutrient cycling 
(Dworkin et al., 2006).  The dominance of a soil regulating bacteria in the water column is 
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likely due to Grassy Water’s shallow water depth.  A noticeable taxon not seen in the 
natural sites is Sporochaetes (which is a known pathogenic species causing a variety of 
human diseases (Villegas et al., 2004).  The prevalence of this taxon in the urban 
environment may be due to human runoff and seepage of sewage systems into the water 
table (Figure 12`).  The intracoastal waters show a dominance of cyanobacteria --bacteria 
able to create energy from light through photosynthesis (Figure 13`).  The Cyanobacteria 
are a prominent part of the marine ecosystem; thus, it is unsurprising to find their 
dominance when compared to the three other fresh water systems. 
Diversity 
To measure alpha diversity, each sampling location was examined using the 
Shannon and InvSimpson indices (Figure 5`).  Diversity measurements show that Grassy 
Waters sites have a higher peak diversity, but also have greater variation over the 
agricultural and urban sites studied.  This increased variation is likely due to the seasonal 
variation in the environment, compared to the more constant (~3 meters) and depth-
controlled urban and agricultural canal environments (SFWMD 2018). The SFWMD and 
the US Army Corps of Engineers control the water levels of the canal system through 
levees and water control structures year-round (SFMWD 2018).  There is be no 
significant difference between agricultural and urban sites when it comes to Alpha 
diversity.  Agriculture only contains one site and so may not be representative of the 
entire area.  
Bray Curtis dissimilarity found all environments tested to be significantly 
different (p=0.002).  A network of relatedness was made in Phyloseq using the Bray-
Curtis dissimilarity metric at 0.7 difference (Figure 8`).  Groupings can be seen for all 
sites.  The agriculture site is related to the Broward sites for two months and separate for 
three.  January 2017 to March 2017 is a distinct grouping of agricultural sites, whereas 
the summer month agriculture sites are related to the urban sites.  This difference 
correlates to the wet season flow rate compared to the dry. With minimal rainfall and less 
flow in the winter months, it is likely that the sites are less connected.  Grassy Waters 
Site 8 also has its own clustering, due to the different depth at the site compared to the 
rest of the sites sampled in the preserve.  The intracoastal site Br24 also shows a distinct 
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group, with no relation to the agriculture site that is seen for the other Griffin Road canal 
sites (Br 28,29, & 124). 
 
Environmental Variables  
This study used environmental data collected from various government sources.  
Aggregating all the data for sites tested for water quality metrics led to 87 samples with 
complete data for 16 environmental variables. These sites were then run through a 
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) in R studio using the VEGAN package (Oksanen 
2018).  The CCA takes the matrices (OTUs per site and Metadata) and looks for 
correlations among the variables (Hardle et al., 2007).   
 The CCA model showed that there is significant differentiation between groups 
caused by the variables tested (p = 0.002), explaining ~ 25% of the variation found between 
the sites. The environmental variable with the largest influence was shown to be 
conductivity, which explained ~8% of the variation between sites.  Total phosphate, month 
and latitude also showed a significant effect (p=0.002) while only explaining ~1% of the 
variation.   
 Conductivity in water is a measure of ability to pass electrical flow, which is based 
on the number of dissolved ions in the water column.  Ion concentration in water has been 
shown to have a correlation to water quality and to the microbial communities (J.J. Corbett 
1954, Lozupone and Knight 2007, Kimbrel et al., 2018). Due to the known effect of ion 
concentrations on the microbial communities, it is predictable that this study found 
conductivity to have the highest effect on the microbiome.   
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Table 2`: Comparison of Total Phosphate and Total Nitrogen to average levels of US 
surface water environments (National) and Everglades levels.  Data for national and 
Everglades comes from the USGS. 
(https://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/circ1207/major_findings.htm) 
Nutrient National  Everglades Agriculture Urban  Grassy 
Waters 
Total Phosphate 0.1 0.004 0.094 0.016 0.024 
Total Nitrogen 1 1.1 1.879 0.897 0.885 
  
Phosphate comprises an important element in the environment for its role in 
photosynthesis and energy production, hence it is a component of many fertilizers to 
enhance crop production (Smil 2000). The Everglades ecosystem historically is a low 
phosphate environment (Lodge 2017) (Table 2).  These low phosphate levels are important 
to the health of the natural periphyton mats that thrive in low levels of phosphate (Pei et 
al., 2015).  Phosphate is a limiting nutrient in the Everglades, causing uptake of excess 
phosphate to occur quickly when it enters the environment in the form of runoff.  This 
increase in phosphate correlates with a shift natural competition in favor of algae species 
(McCormick et al., 1996).  Anthropogenic influences have caused an increase in total 
phosphorus concentrations from historic levels, as can be seen from all the measurements 
taken during this study.  The agricultural site showed the highest levels of both nitrogen 
and phosphate while the urban sites had lower levels of phosphate than Grassy Waters.  
The source of the raised levels of phosphate in Grassy Waters is unknown but may partially 
result from African Dust events, which carry phosphate and have been increasing in 
magnitude and frequency (Griffin 2012).  The higher levels of phosphate paralleled the 
different taxonomic makeup of the agricultural site, the only site to not have the dominance 
of Proteobacteria.  This lack of Proteobacteria could be correlated to phosphate as a limiting 
agent in the natural waters.  With an increase of phosphate shown at the study site the 
Actinobateria and Cyanobateria are able to out compete the naturally dominant 
Proteobacteria.  Nitrogen increases shown at the site however do not correlate to the 
differences as seen in the CCA (Figure 9`).  Phosphate being limiting means the added 
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nitrogen cannot be used until the water column is saturated with Phosphate, hence we don’t 
see a statistical correlation for Nitrogen. The change in the environment due to phosphate 
can lead to large scale ecosystem events such as the algal blooms effecting Lake 
Okeechobee and thus more research should be done to find the effects phosphate is having 
on the microbial communities of south Florida waters.  
Source Tracker 
 SourceTracker analysis was completed to determine the amount of contamination 
that was entering the canal system and Grassy Waters from the Everglades agricultural area 
(Figures 14` & 16`). The first test was done on Griffin Canal in Broward county.  Broward 
sites 28, 29, and 124 lead into the intracoastal waterways through a system of levees and 
water control structures. The water is pumped through the water control structure to 
Broward site 24.  SourceTracker found that most of the influence on the intracoastal site 
was tidal.  However, during months with high flow rates through the water control 
structure, there was a marked increase in the influence on the intracoastal.  When 
examining SFWMD flow data from DBHYDRO’s database, it was found that the 
September months had an average flow of ~100 cubic feet per second (cfs) higher than 
average.  Only October and August had comparable flow to September, whereas the month 
of May 2017 had zero flow.  This correlation with high flow rate correlates with an 
increased number of affected corals seen in the summer months found in previous studies 
(Zvuloni et al., 2015), and perhaps the harmful algal blooms in S. Florida which are 
increasing in frequency and severity (Lapointe et al., 2018, Rosen et al., 2018).  This 
increased influence of the flow through water’s bacteria may also affect corals in Florida’s 
warmer months when the corals are susceptible to bleaching (Heron et al., 2010). 
SourceTracker was also used to determine the influence of the agricultural area on 
the downstream environments.  As seen in Figure 14, there is a strong influence on Griffin 
Canal.  The same trend of only high flow months can be seen on the influence for the 
intracoastal site.  only one site at Grassy Waters showed any contamination from the 
agricultural area.  Grassy Waters sites 1-7 all showed no contamination.  Grassy Waters 
site 8 is closer to the southern section of the preserve and is a similar depth to the canal 
system.  This site showed minor contamination from the agricultural area. The lake site 
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(GW8) similarity in composition may be due to the similar depth profiles, that the rest of 
the preserve lacks, allowing similar bacterial populations to thrive.  More testing should be 
done in the southern section of the preserve to see if this contamination is just due to the 
depth of the site or if all the southern section is showing a larger influence from the M 
canal waters.   
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